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JCU stalker
retumshome
John R. Thome
Former john Carroll University student,jon Killian, was in
court onjanuary 10, after serving over a year in jail for stalking
a freshman female on the same
campus.
Killian, found guil tyof menacing by stalking on December
28, 1993, appeared before the
bench at Shaker Heights Municipal Court for a progress report.
As of january 10, Killian had
16 days remaining on the one
year and thirty days he received
fro m the cha rges brought
against him, including a 30 day
sentence for breaking a n anti-

term.
_ According to court documents,
Killian was sentenced to house arrest for three days for every day he
owed on the original sentence. The
defendant is serving those 48days,
as of january 11, 1995, at his home
at 3110 Essex Rd. in Cleveland
Heights, accord ing to Detective
james 13. Rohal, of the University
Heights Police Department.
Rohal was the lead detective on
the case.
AccordingtoSavage,duringthe
house arrest, the defendant wears
an ankle bracelet that is electronically monitored.
"He is monitored electronically,"
Savage said. "lf he leaves the residence with o~t perm iss ion, then we

Jon Killian, during his sentencing for stalking on December 28,
1993 . He will be in court on February 28 for a progress report.
weekly contact with case man- mumsentenceforafirstoffense
ager; no contact by any means menacing by stalking charge.
through any medium with victim The penalties for stalking the
or jCU, and all other probation same victim again include a
meetings ... An y viola tion shall fo urth degree felony c harge,
which carries a <;entcnce of oneconstitute contempt."

with his victim, who is now a
junior at Carroll.
The progress report, according to Chief Probation Officer,
Carol Savage, was intended to
check upon the defendant'sstatus. At the hearing, the presidingjudge, Kj. Montgomery, accepted Savage's request that
Killian be sentenced to "house
arrest" for his rem ai ni ng jail

on the same basis as the invisible
fence with the dog. You go past a
boundary and it sets off a signal,"
Rohal said. "lf [the prisoner]leaves
the house, a signal goes off and the
court is im mediately called."
According to court documents,
the house arrest "shall be conditional upon defendant seeing psychiat rist every two weeks; com plying with all medication ordered;

transportation to and from these
appointments.
If he misses an appointment,
Killian will be arrested, Rohal said.
"There's not going to be any leeway in anything he does," Rohal
said. "He knows what he has to do.
Any deviation, and he's going to
pay. The ball is in his court as to
how he's going to handle this."
Killian was given the maxi-

Editor-in-Chief

Derek Dlaz
Senior Sta ff Reporter
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What disturbs Roha l, is that
if a convicted stalker preys on a
new victim, the penalties do not
increase from stalking the original victim. The defendant can
only be charged with a first degree misdemeanor, Rohal said.
"It doesn't make any sense,"
he complained.
Killian is scheduled to appear
See KILLIAN, page 3

Farrelln1ay leave JCU to becoine Inayor
John R. Thome
Editor-in-Chief

This next week will be one of
the hardest in the last 20 years for
joe Far rell.
The john Ca rroll Universi ty
dean of students is contemplating leaving his position for an
opportun ity to run for mayor of
Eucl id, where he is a life long resident, and political personality.
Farrell has been involved with
Euclid City government since he
was elected Ward 1 councilman
in 1973. He was later elected co unci !man -at- large, and most recently, ran unopposed and was
elected president of council for
the past eight years. Farrell unsuccess£ ully ran for mayor in 1975
and 1979.
A !though official petitions for
the position are not due in the
Cuyahoga Board of Elections office until August 24,Farrell needs
to makeadefinitedecision by next
week.
1f Farrell puts his name on the
November ballot, he will no
longer be dean.
"I'm looking at it," Farrell said.
"I've got to do it for my family$108,000."
According to Farrell, the position will pay in excess of $100,000

Joe Farrell

a yea r, w hich is considerably
highertha n his current Carroll salary. As council president, he receives about $6,000 a year, he said.
According to current Euclid
Mayor, David Lynch, who will not
be seeking re-election, Farrell is the
frontrunner,andalthoughrumors
support a possible crowd of six
contenders, may run alone.
"It wou ldn't be a surprise to see
no other candidates survive to the
[filing] deadline," Lynch said. "joe
could run unopposed."
Lynch has worked with Farrell
since Lynch was elected mayor in
1987. He says Farrell has all the
qualifications the city needs for a

leader.
"joe is a pillar of the community. He's the most recognized political name in the cit y," Lynch said.
"There's no question that he brings
to the table the kind of background
to look at [important] issues."
Fa rrell says he has the experience to be mayor, but his ties to
Carroll arestrong enough to make
the decision difficult.
"I have the tools, the talent, and
the training to do thejob," Farrell
said. "1 hasten to say the same of
dean of students. I have t he tools,
the talent, and the training to do
this, which makes this a difficu lt
decision."
Farrell began his career at
Carroll in 1968. After graduating
from Dayton University with a
Masters in guidance and counseling in 1966, Farrell became dean
of men at Loyola University in
Chicago. In 1968, Farrell came to
Carroll where hewasdeanof men
for the 1968-1969 academic year
Farrell's tenure at Carroll was
interrupted when he took a position with St. joseph's High School
in Cleveland as dean of men between 1969 - 1987. He then returned to Carroll and took the position of dean of students.
Farrell is qualified to be both

mayor a nd dean, but time commitments wil l not allow him to
hold both positions.
"I don't think it would be fair to
Carroll or to Euclid to be both,"
Farrell said.
Farrell has been discussing his
plans with Fr. Richard Salmi, Sj.,
v1ce president for Student Affairs
at Carroll. As Farrell's boss, Salmi
wants the dean to make the decision that will make Farrell happy.
"I think he makes a good dean
of stude nts a nd I would hate to
lose h im," Salmi said. "He needs to
do w hat's best for him , and you
can't weigh the welfare of the students at john Ca rroll versus the
citizens of Euclid. They are both
goods."
Farrell is hoping if he makes
the decision to run for office, he
can remain on staff at Carroll in
some capacity. Salmi is open to
what ever decision Farrell makes.
"I think the dean has a very
tough decision to make," Salmi
said. "I told him l hope he talks to
the people he needs to in order to
make a good decision."
Farrell will spend the next few
days contemplating what is best
for him.
"I've got to make up my mind,"
he said.

Last Saturday night, the duty
ring of Murphy Hall contai nmg
all of the master keys to rooms in
that building was stolen, apparently wht le res1denr assistants
were distracted with other activt
ties.
Donna L. Byrnes, direc tor of
Residence Life, verified that the
Murphy duty ring was stolen
sometime Saturday and was returned several hours later.
At that time however, a
submaster key to the basement
was mtssing The basement
submaster unlocks all o f

1 he

was returned within a shon period of time [after the duty ring
was ret urned!." Byrnes said .
Byrnes declined further detail on
the incident because, accordingto
her, several Joh n Car roll Umversity students had been connected
with the theft, and the University
has initiated "judicial action"
against them.
Joseph Farrell,deanof students,
expla ined how Murphy resident
assistants had left the duty ring
una ttended. "One RA [on duty)
was attend ing to someone wi th a
medicalemergency, acutorsomething like that," Farrell said. "The
other RA was helping someone
who was locked out of their room."
Other universityofficials,such
as Resident Ha \1 Director Heather
Tucker and Assistant Director of
Residence Life West Stowman, refused to give information about
the incident, instead deferring
questions to Byrnes, who later
deffered questions to Farrell.
Beth Gerl,associatedeanof Student Housmg at Mount Union
College, admitted that responsibility for master keys, in addition
to student well -being, constitutes
her highest priority.
"We take !responsi bility for
master keys] very seriously; it is a
critical issue," Gerl said. "Even
when an RA leaves a [submasterl
key in his or her room and forgets
to return it, I view it as a serious
incident."
Asked whether students
should receive notification if a
master key to their dorm rooms
becomes misplaced or stolen, Gerl
said the issue is a "judgement call."
"There are a lot of variables in
situations like that and there are
no black and white answers," Gerl
sa1d. "It's best to judge! these incidents! on a case-by-case basis."
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BARS: Getting in or getting caught
James Aurlcchlo
World View Editor.

"He lookedatmyl.D.andsaid That's not
you'," a john Carroll University sophomore
recoums a familiar tale.
~sure it's me,' I said. With that, he put it
in his pocket. The same J.D. I've been using
since I was a sophomore in high schooland he took it away"
With night life at John Carroll dominated by the neon lights of Cedar and Lee,
getting past the big guy at the door has
become a familiar goal for many under 21. The majority of smdents
here are under age, but that
doesn't stop most.
Forthose that are
nm "of age" getting into a bar
can be one of the
singularly most
nerverackingexperiences, both for customers and for the bar. The
risk is high, with violations
of all laws carrying a minimum of a $1,000fineand/ora
six month stay in jail. That
means the bar owner, the server,
and the consumer could a 1l shell
out money w be bunk mates for hal£
a year.
"There's not that much pressure," a
bartender ata local haunt claims. "You trust
the guy at the door is doing his job, and each
person is twenty-one."
Despite the potential for disaster here,
the Department of Liquor Control reports
no "enforcementaction worth mentioning"
within the last year, nor have there been
any formal complaints lodged against the
most frequented nightspots among Carroll
students."There has not been a pronounced
tftO'b\em,• c:oncuTred Cleveland Heights
Chief of Police Marrin Lemz.
"By the time f turned 2I I was sick of the
bars," Mike Bezila, a recent graduate from
Rochester said. "Wi th all the time I spent
sneaking in, it just wasn't the same excitement, I'd been to the bars so much it was just
boring."
"Sneaking in" has a variety of connotations·
Fake J.D.'s were once available in a novelty shop in Cleveland's historic Arcade
Mall but, you were warned upon entering,
that the fine establishment did not sell,
"Fake l.D." It sold, "novelty and gag photo
cards." There are the more fortunate who
resemble a brother or sister. A quick run to
the DMV and a claim that they "lost their

LD." granted them admission to virtually
any spot.
There are continuous stories floating
around campus of a fortunate sophomore
who was arrested for public urination, and
gave the arresting officer a false I. D.,
spent the night in
jail under an
assu med
name, went
under an
to court
assumed
name

a nd
paid

theappropriate
fines under that
assumed name.
According to Ohio
State Law: falsification or
possession of false identification,
specifically a license, is a third degree
felony that carries a $5,000 fine and/or a
one to ten year sentence. The fine for public
urination is up to $250.
The most efficient provider of fake J.D.
may suprise you. According toDeputyCommissioner Oshupa Nia at the Ohio License
Bureau in South Euclid, the sole requirements for obtaining a State Identification
card are a social security card and a certified birth certificate.
No photo 1D isrequired. The' policy has
madelteasytowahzintotoabranc.h.oUke
witl1 a srrangcr's documenrs, or even falsi ..
fied documents, and instantly become a
different person born in a different year.
No plan is full proof:"Mark"ajCU sophomore was arrested recently for underage
drinking outside a local convenient store
after buying two cases of beer. He faces a
first degree misdemeanor for possession of
alcohol under the age of 21.
He had an Ohio ldentification card,
which he got by furnishing fake documental ion at the Ohio License Bureau. As he
walked from the store to his car, he was
approached by Liquor Control Agents and
asked his age, "I was flustered . They said I'd
spend the night in jail if l didn't tell the
truth."

"Mark's" lawyer told him that he didn't
have to say anything lO the agents, because
they were not the police, he could have si mplywalkedaway "They madeitseem like it
was easier to just turn myself in. 1think it's
important for people to know their rights,
those LCBagents had no right to detain me
without the police."
Patty Haskins of the Department of Liquor Control sees things differently, "Our
agents are fully certified officers of the
peace. They have all the rights of any police
officer."
Mark's honesty had its rewards though,
for some reason he was not charged for his
false I.D. which the agents confiscated. After his court appearance on Monday morning, "Mark" wound up $195 in the hole (a
$150 fine and $45 in court costs, not to
mention the $200 dollars to retain a
lawyer who"did him a favor by charging so little"). A far cry from the maximum punishment.
According to students , The james
Stewart Parnell is perhaps the most stringent of bars on identification. The Pub on
Lee Road is known not only for denying
underagers, but also for confiscating what
they believe is false identification.
Even though, according ro the department of Public safety, no one but civil authorities has the right to confiscate a license, any one with false I.D. is caught in a

catch- 22. They cannot call the police and
fi le charges for petty larceny without risking their own future as a free citizen.
The law draws sharp contrast between
an operator's license and any other I. D. Any
falsification involving documents other
than a driver's license or passport could be
dropped to a misdemeanor, depending on
the circumstances.
If the fake J.D. doesn't work, there's always the back door. State fire codes requ ire
every establishment to have at least two
doors.
Mooney's Pub, during it's brief appearance on Lee Road, parked cars in front of
one of it's two back doors, blocking admittance. Bouncers were warned to nudge
their car right up to thedoor,avoiding damage when people ran to the back of the bar
to let their friends in .
There is no law against minors being
allowed into bars, but once the purchase
and consumption of alcohol is witnessed
by authorities, it becomes a crime. Bars do
have the right to refuse admittance to anyone they feel would be a nuisance or danger to the normal operation of their establishment. It is for this reason that most bars
will not admit anyone under the age of 21.
All the fuss over underagers has had an
impact on those over 21 as well. Often a bar
will not accept legitimate identification
because of fears of fake LD.

to

In order drink or purchase beuand

intoxicating liquor, whiCh includes pay~
ing for, sharing cOSl and anemting to ~Y
individual must be 21 years of ageor

es

Assistant News Editor

An amendment to the Student
Union Constitution, proposed in
part by the refusal of fraternity
Iota Chi Upsilon to list their services w the Greater Cleveland
Area, failed by a large margin at
Tuesday's Student Union meeting.
The amendment, proposed by
Bishoy Mikhail, sophomore offcampussenator,and Dennis Percy.
Student Union vice president,
would force all campus organizations to perform an outside service to the Cleveland Community.
Previously, the Student Union
Constitution read that the charter
of an organization must list its services to the University Community but did not explicitly mention the Cleveland community. In
the jesuit tradition of service,
Mikhail and Percy felt it was necessary to include this
This
bill was prompted by the Review
Commtttee'sreco mmendationnot
to pass the charter of IX Y. When
the IXYs charter came up for renewal the Student Union urged
the fraternity to list their services
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Concert nets $6,000 loss SU video store
screening soon

Kevin Bachman
News Ed ;tor

Members of the Student Union
Senate know that not every concert they sponsor will make
money. They just like ro know how
much they are gomg lose before it
gets too late. It almost did.
When theClark'scame to Kulas
Auditorium in December, the Student Union did not anticipate
making money on the event. The
Review Committee, three weeks
earlier,as is the procedure out1i ned
in the Student Union Constitution,
me t with Director of Special
Events Chairperson Bob Morris
and approved the budget for the
concert: approximately $5,000.
The concert itself ran smoothly,
but only about 80 people showed
up, said Morris.
As miscellaneous costs added
up, Morris went ahead with the
concert anyway instead of going
back to the Finance Committee
for approval, which he thought
would slow up the process.
"Always document what you
do and have the receipts ahead of
time," Morris said after realizing
his mistake. "We thought we had
all the bills paid but we didn't."
The extra expenses tha t the
Student Union incurred was about
$1,500, bringing the total cost of
the concert to approximately
$6,500, against roughly $500 in
ticket sales, Morris said.

Killian
continued from page 1
in court on February 28 at 3 p.m.

Student Umon Treasurer
Michael Colyer stood behind
Morris, and while realizmg that
Morris made a mistake, recognized
the ra tional behind his decision
"It comes from the desire of every exec utive officer, and every
senator, to do things for the student body," Colyer said. "We
thought we had everything paid
on Friday, but there were more
bills we had to pay.
Vice President for Student Af fairs, Fr. Richard P. Salmi, SJ, said
that concerts are always tough
draws on campus.
"On any campus I've ever been
on, holding concerts has been
problematic," Salmi said. "I think
the scheduling worked against
them, because it was so close to
the end of the term."
The Student Union averted potential disaster on the Fnday afternoon when the bills were do.
Short on money, Morris fi nally
tracked down Colyer to get in
touch with the University's busi ness office to get the bills paid.
The oversights that the Special
Events committee failed to authorize through the Finance Committee included expenses for add itional lighting, staging, and lodging costs for the band.
Molly Zinkand, Finance Committee chairperson, said the funds
shou ld have been appropriated by
the committee, thus avoiding a

sucky s1tuat1on.
"It's important to remember it's
not your money that your spending. !don't like it when rhmgs like
th is happen ," Zinkand said. "I t's
not the best thing for the Swdent
Union."
Director of Student Activities
Lisa Heckman said she hopes in
the future, t)le Student Union will
continue to request her he Ipin the
planmng and implementation of
such events, as they have done in
the past. But she sees concerts as
more of a service to the students
rather than a fund-raiser.
"You'll never make money at a
concert at john Carroll University," Heckman said. "You just do
not have the faci lities. Everything
done now is done as a service to
the community."
Student Union Presidentjohn
Cranley said the full disclosure of
the finances will be made available soon.
"We'll bring a detailed report
next week where every cent was
spent," Cranley said. "What was
done was wrong. (Morris] did not
go through the proper channels."
Cranley though, realized the
enormousamoumof work Morris
has put into events this year. Tuesday nighr'sconcertwith First Light
in the Wolf and Pot, which was
part of the Welcome Back Week
festivities, was attended by over
200people.

stalking protection order set by
the court stating Killian is to have
no contact by any means with the
victim or JCU , according to court

According to Savage, the probation requires tha t the defendant
take all required medication, to be
admmiste.red by injection ln ad-

Kevin Bachman

News Editor

-'------

A video store will be opened
next week by the Student Union
in an effort to provide a low cost
form of entertainment for students looking to do things on
campus.
The store, which will be in
theoldgameroom, will have over
550videos. The store will be open
35 hours a week. and will be run
by Student Union volunteers
until they generate enough revenue to pay workers.
"As soon as possible, we want
to be able to pay wages to other
students,"john Cranley, Student
Union president said.
Cranley said that the Student
Union is providing an excellent
service to the Carroll community
"We're always trying to contribute as a Student Union, ro
make this campus a better place,
especially for freshmen who
don't have cars: Cranley said. ·1
thi.nk there's a need for a video
store."
The videos will rent for $2
with a supersaver discount card,
and $2.50 without one. As the
revenues frQDl the rentals In~ .tbe Student- VPIM :will

The initial cost for the videos
is approximately $8,000, said
Michael Colyer, Student Union
treasurer.
Vice President forStudentAffairs Fr. Richard P. Salmi SJ.,sald
the video store is an excellent
idea as well as a service to the
Carroll community, but there are
manyquestionsthatstillremain.
"I think there is a lot of potential for it to be a valuable asset to
the student body," Salmi said.
"But will studems use it? Will it
make money? But every small
businesshastostartsomewhere.·
Director of Student Activlties
Lisa Heckman said thatrhe video
store is a valuable addition in that
it is a form of entertainment for
students who don't want to go
our.
"!think it's an alternative for
students when theresa blizzard,
but most importantly l think its
a service," Heckman said. "This
is yet another way that the. Student Union is providing a service to the student5."
Cranley said that the video
store is one of the bigger accomplishments of his administration, aod he is confident it will

beable robuyeftll moreptJpUW'

titles. which retail for as much as
10 times more than classics such
as "Star Wars."

~r~m~~:~~~~~--.--~~~~~·-~;;~~~~~~~~~~~-t this court hear ng:·
ont- nosimt aro enses,to aveno ur- ....~~~......~"~~,...~..~--~--~~~~

person can get .......... ..~ .
purchase or a gift.
PENALIY: If the individual I$.over the

age of 18,he/she is subject to a fine of up to
$1000 atld/or six months in jail A.n individual who uses a fake drivers liscense to

Charter revision denied after SU v.p. admits faults
Christina
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totheGreaterCleveland Area The now, but whatabout~hen they're
fraternityresisted the request stat- gone? Can you guarantee me that
ing that there was no need to have your organization wi11 still do it
these services written down.
when you'regone?"asked Mikhail.
"I think it's important to realize
Student Union President john
that we do the work. I do not feel Cranley, however, vetoed the bill,
the need to have it written down," saying he did not think it was the
said LXY President Paul jordan.
responsibility of the Student
The lXYs received support Union to coerce an organization
from both senators and non-sena- intodoingsomethingagainst their
tors in response to their decision, will.
but an unfriendly amendment
"Forcing an organization to do
forced in by the Senate passed, re- something against its will is a
quiring them to list their services threat to the diversity of the Stuto the Cleveland community.
dent Union," Cranley said. "Ser"They do service voluntarily, it vice is necessary to the jesuit edudoes not have to be written down cation, but the IXYs have a right to
for them to do it," said loanna disagree."
Giatis, senior off-campus senator.
Cranley satd that in order to
Student Union Chief justice ensure an organization does their
Bill Glunz: agreed.
service, incentives, rather than
"lcanseewhytheydid not want mandates, should be offered. But,
to pur it in," he said. 'The issue is he did not praise the IXYs for their
whether the Senate should be say- decision.
ing that people should be doing
"!do not believe the IXYs made
service."
the right decision , but their courMikhail and Percy were con- age to refuse and admit that they
cerned that the service would not can't do it is refreshing," Cranley
continue in the future since it was said.
not written down.
Cranley's veto was voted on and
"They may be doing it right was sustained by the Student

Union Senate.
Mikhail and Percy then proposed the bill to amend the Student Union Constitution stating
that Student Union chartered organizations need more effective
guideli nesdefini ng these services.
"We wanted a uniform standard to measure service which is
outlined by the Administration,
whattheywantservice to be like,"
Percy said.
Concerns from senators were
voiced at Tuesday's Student Union
meeting.
"1 think it's wrong," said Genesis Brown,jun ior class president.
"Service is not done because of
guidelines set by somebody. I
think a good Constitution has the
ability to change and be a living
document."
jen Burke, member of Phi Alpha Theta , felt that all clubs
should not be required to do service.
"I think it kind of undermines
the spir it of joining a club," she
said. "If 1 want to do community
service, I'll join a different cluh"
But the effectivenessof the btll

became the ultimate question.
"A man who offers help to another out of compassion against
one who does it out of force are
totallydifferent," said Mark Daniel
Delaney, senior class off -campus
senator.
Delaney also asked what service will be defined as and who
had the right to make the decision.
Ultimately, Percy backed down
stating he didn't think the issue
through proper! y.
"We saw a problem but didn't
look at the whole issue," Percy said.
"My perspective is that this bill is
not worth passing. I don't think it
is solid enough to define this issue
of any thing."
Though Mikhail said hedidnot
agree with Percy's direct words, he
said he knew where Percy was
coming from.
"In the future, I hope the Student Union can find better words
to encourage service and make
rewards wit hom punishing incentive for service," Mikhail said.
The amendment was voted
down with only two in favor

Killian's History
On October 13, 1993, Killian
was convicted of menacing by
stalking and improper handling
of a firearm and was sentenced to
one year in Lake County jail on
December 28, 1994.
Killian's arrest and conviction
was prompted by more thana year
of activity.
Killian dominated his victim's
life from the beginning of her
freshman year in1992. His behavior was observed as erratic both in
and out of the classroom by professors and Dean of Students, joe
Farrell.
The convicted stalker's fixation
on his victim began through a class
the two shared and his obsession
beganimmediatelywithconstant
phone ca lls and letters.
"He made it clear he was going
to dominate my life," his victim
said in an interview last year.
Killian's bizarre behavior continuedand after finding Killian in
the Carroll swimming pool fully
clothed, Farrell expelled him on
November 3,1992 and prohibited
him from campus.
On December 7, 1992, Killian
came to campus twice. The first
time he placed a "loaded Colt 45"
on the pavement near the Belvoir
guardhouse; the gun was loaded
with six rounds of hollow point
bullets, according to UHPD
records.
Killianreturnedtocampusfour
hours la ter where hewasdetained
byJCU Campus Police until UHPD
officers arrived.
Killian was sentenced to a year
in jail on December 28,1993 and
while incarcerated, he sent over
eight letters to his victim, the
UHPD and The Carroll News.
Due to his sending of the letters, Killian was in court on january 25,1994 for breaking the anti-

gomeryordered that Killian's mail
bemonitoredbypersonnelatLake
County jail.
Accordingtocoundocuments,
Killian was in court on March 8,
1994. The court determined that
Killian required involuntary hospitalization because"herepresents
as u bstant ia1risk of ph ysica I harm
to others, particularly victim,"according to court records.
Afterthecounhearing,Killian
was transferred to Cleveland Psychiatric Institute and ordered to
undergoanevaluation,according
to court documents.
During this stay, the court ordered all of Killian's "outgoing
calls be monitored and[helbe prohibited from sending any mail
until further order of court," according to court documents.
On April ll, 1994, Dr. Steven
King, MD., a psychiatrist with the
Ohio Department of Mental
Health, stated that Killian was not
competent to stand trial on that
date.
The court hearing for sentencing for the charge of breaking the
anti-stalking protection order was
then set for june 28,1994.
At the june 28 hearing King
stated that Killian was sane at the
time he broke the anti-stalking
protection order. Killian plead no
contest and was sentenced to 30
days in jail, which was added to
the original one year sentence.
Killian was returned to CPI for
two weeks of treatment by court
order. In addition, to the 30 days
incarceration, Killian was also put
on three years probation.

a

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

CAU

LAKEWOOD

228-6998

BIRTHRIGHl

CLEVElAND

486-2BOO

PARMA

661-<>400

HOTUNE 1-800-550-4900

thercommunication with the victim , to report monthly with the
probation department,and to seek
counseling through Northeast
Medical Center, according to Savage.
City and universityofficialsare
keeping their attention on
Killian's behavior u mil his Fe bruary 28 progress report.
"!am concerned to see how he
acts between now and February
28," said Farrell. "We are concernedandwearetakingthesame
precautions we did last time. We
have to be concerned. I hope he's
better."
Rohal said he has been with
the case allalongand has no plans
of leaving the case.
"He's going to be on probation
for the next three years and I'm not
going anywhere," Rohal said. "!
am persona II y going to watch this
case."

Melissa Tllk
Assistant Managing Editor

To celebrate the birthday of
Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.,
the john Carroll University Concert Choir along with guest artist
Denise Edwards performed in
Kulas Auditorium on Tuesday
night.
"This subject [King, Jr.] is very
deartomy heart.ltisimportant to
measanAfricanAmerican. What
he stood for was right-he cared
about human beings,"saidJ.LanYe,
director of music for JCU.
Lan Ye designed all aspects of
the program . Said LanYe, "The
pieces 1 chose surround his religious and moral standing"
"Every piece has a message.
There are spirituals, hymns, anthems and gospel songs. Sometimes music has a more powerful
message than the spoken word,"

said LanYe.
In its fourth year, the Cultural
Awareness Series sponsored by the
Office of Multicultrual Affairs
strives to bring a variety of ~r
formersfrommanyculturalbackgrounds to celebrate cultural diversity.
Ronald Oleksiak and Shirley
Seaton, director and assistant director of Multicultural Affairs
brainstorm to come up with the
ideas for the series with the main
theme being to expose students
and facultyalike toot her cultures.
unless
it's
"Education,
multicultural, is lacking," said
Oleksiak.
Multicultural affairs is about
understanding and respect according to Oleksiak.
"We're known for our creative
and unique ways of presenting
different viewpoints," said Seaton.
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BARS: Getting in or getting caught
James Aurlcchlo

View Editor.
"He looked at my I.D. and said 'That's not
you'," a john Carroll University sophomore
recounts a familiar tale.
~sure it's me,' I said. With that, he put it
in his pocket The same l.D. I've been using
since I was a sophomore in high schooland he took it away."
With night life at John Carroll domi nated by the neon lights of Cedar and Lee,
getting past the big guy at the door has
become a familiar goal for many un der 21. The majority of students
here are under age, but that
doesn't stop most
For those thatare
not "of age" getting into a bar
can be one of the
singularly most
nerve racking experiences, both for customers and for the bar. The
risk is high, with violations
of all laws carrying a minimum of a $1,000 fine and/ora
six month stay in jail. That
means the bar owner, the server,
and the consumer could all shell
out money to be bunk mates for half
a year.
"There's not that much pressure," a
bartenderata localhaunrclaims."You trust
theguyat thedoor is doing his job, and each
person is twenty-one."
Despite the potential for disaster here,
the Department of Liquor Control reports
no "enforcementaction worth mentioning"
within the last year, nor have there been
any formal complaints lodged against the
most frequented nightspots among Car roll
students. "There has not been a pronounced
lft'Ob\em,• concurred Cleveland Heights
World

Chief of Police Man in Lentz.

"By the time f turned 211 was sick of the
bars," Mike Bezila, a recent graduate from
Rochester said. "With all the time I spent
sneaking in, it just wasn't the same excitement, I'd been tot he bars so much it wasjust
boring."
"Sneaking in" has a variety of connotations:
Fake !.D.'s were once available in a novelty shop in CleveIa nd's historic Arcade
Mall but, you were warned upon entering,
that the fine establishment did not sell,
"Fake I.D." It sold, "novelty and gag photo
cards." There are the more fortunate who
resemble a brother or sister. A quick run to
the DMV and a claim that they "lost their

!.D." granted them admission to virtually
any spot.
There are continuous stories floating
around campus of a fortunate sophomore
who was arrested for public uri nation, and
gave the arresting of- ficer a false I. D.,
spent the night in
jail under an
ass u med
name, went
to court
under an
as sumed
name
and
paid

theappropriate
fines under that
assumed name.
According to Ohio
State Law: falsification or
possession of false identification,
specifically a license, is a third degree
felony that carries a $5,000 fine and/or a
one to ten year sentence. The fine for public
unnatton is up to $250.
The most efficient provider of fake l.D.
may suprise you. According toDeputyCommissioner Oshupa Nia at the Ohio License
Bureau in South Euclid, the sole requirements for obtaining a State Identification
card are a social security card and a certified birth certificate.
No photo 1D isrequired. The' policy has
made it easytowalu into to a braacb o({l£e
wirh a strangers documents, or even falsi fied documents, and instantly become a
different person born in a different year.
No plan is full proof:"Mark"aJCU sophomore was arrested recently for underage
drinking outside a local convenient store
after buying two cases of beer. He faces a
first degree misdemeanor for possession of
alcohol under the age of 21.
He had an Ohio Identification card,
which he got by furnishing fake documentation at the Ohio License Bureau. As he
walked from the store to his car, he was
approached by Liquor Control Agents and
asked his age, "I was flustered. They said I'd
spend the night in jail if l didn't tell the
truth."

"Mark's" lawyer told him that he didn't
have to say anything to the agents, because
they were not the police, he could havesimplywalkedaway "Theymadeitseem like it
was easier to just turn myself in. 1 think it's
important for people to know their rights,
those LCBagents had no right to detain me
without the police."
Patty Haskins of the Department of Liquor Control sees things differently, "Our
agents are fully certified officers of the
peace. They have all the rights of any police
officer."
Mark's honesty had its rewards though,
for some reason he was not charged for his
false I.D. which the agents confiscated. After his court appearance on Monday morning, "Mark" wound up $195 in the hole (a
$150 fine and $45 in court costs, not to
mention the $200 dollars to retain a
lawyer who "did him a favor by charging so little"). A far cry from the maximum punishment.
According to students, The james
Stewart Parnell is perhaps the most stringent of bars on identification. The Pub on
Lee Road is known not only for denying
underagers, but also for confiscating what
they believe is false identification.
Even though, according to the department of Public safety, no one but civil authorities has the right to confiscate a license, any one with false I.D. is caught in a

catch-22. They cannot call the police and
file charges for petty larceny without risking their own future as a free citizen.
The law draws sharp contrast between
an operator's license and any other LD. Any
falsification involving documents other
than a driver's license or passport could be
dropped to a misdemeanor, depending on
the circumstances.
If the fake I. D. doesn't work, there's always the back door. State fire codes require
every establishment to have at least 1wo
doors.
Mooney's Pub, during it's brief appearance on Lee Road, parked cars in front of
one of it's two back doors, blocking admittance. Bouncers were warned to nudge
their car right uptothedoor,avoidingdamage when people ran to the back of the bar
to let their friends in.
There is no law against minors being
allowed into bars, but once the purchase
and consumption of alcohol is witnessed
by authorities, it becomes a crime. Bars do
have the right to refuse admittance to anyone they feel would be a nuisance or danger to the normal operation of their establishment. It is for this reason that most bars
will not admit anyone und errhe age of 21.
All the fuss over underagers has had an
impact on those over 21 as well. Often a bar
will not accept legitimate identification
because of fears of fake J.D.

Some of Ohip's ldfluor Laws:
In otder tO drink or purchase lieer~ild
intoxicating liquor, whiCh incluats
ing for, sharing COSl and attemting to h\ly
it,anindiviclualmustbe21 years of ageor

ear

~ beer. will lose his/her drivln.g
rlgluSfor a year. In ll<idition, a person who
lends aflolher under the age of 21 their
u ..••-• -v•

the use of purchasing alcohol is
his driving rights and a

Christina Hynes

to the GreaterCleveland Area The now, but what about yv hen they're
fraternity resisted therequeststat- gone? Can you guarantee me that
ing that there was no need to have your organization will still do it
these services written down.
when you're gone?" asked Mikhail.
"l think it's important to realize
Student Union President John
that we do the work. I do not feel Cranley, however, vetoed the bill,
the need to have it written down," saying he did not think it was the
said 1XY President Pauljordan.
responsibility of the Student
The lXYs received support Union to coerce an organization
from bothsenatorsand non-sena- intodoingsomethingagainst their
tors in response to their decision, will.
but an unfriendly amendment
"Forcing an organization to do
forced in by the Senate passed, re- something against its will is a
quiring them to list their services threat to the diversity of the Stuto the Cleveland community.
dent Union," Cranley said. "Ser"They do service voluntarily, it vice is necessary to the Jesuit edudoes not have to be written down cation, but the lXYs have a right to
for them to do it," said loanna disagree."
Giatis, senior off -campus senator.
Cranley said that in order to
Student Union Chief justice ensure an organization does their
Bill Glunz agreed.
service, incentives, rather than
"lcanseewhytheydidnotwant mandates, should be offered. But,
to put it in," he said. 'The issue is he did not praise the IXYs for their
whether the Senate should be say- decision.
ing that people should be doing
"I do not believe the IXYs made
service."
the right decision, but their courMikhail and Percy were con- age to refuse and admit that they
cerned that the service would not can't do it is refreshing," Cranley
continue in thefuture since it was said.
not written down.
Cranley's veto was voted on a od
"They may be doing 1t right was sustained by the Student
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Concert nets $6,000 loss SU video store
screening soon

Student Un 1on Treasurer
Ed; tor
Michael Colyer stood behind
Members of the Student Union Morris, and while realizmg that
Senate know that not every con- Morris made a mistake,recognized
cert they sponsor wil l make the rational behind his decision
"It comes from the desire of evmoney.They just like to k now how
much they are going lose before it ery executive officer, and every
senator, to do things for the stugets too late. It almost did .
When the Clark'scame to Kulas delll body," Colyer said. "We
Auditorium in December, the Stu- thought we had everything paid
dent Union did not anticipate on Friday, but there were more
making money on the event. The bills we had to pay.
Vice President for Student AfReview Committee, three weeks
earlier, as 1s the procedure outlined fairs, Fr. Richard P Salm1, SJ, said
in the Student Union Constitution, that concerts are always tough
met with Director of Special draws on campus.
"On any ca mpus I've ever been
Events Chai rperson Bob Morris
and approved the budget for the on, holding concerts has been
problematic," Salmi said. "1 think
concert: approximately $5,000.
The concert itself ran smoothly, the scheduling worked against
but only abou t 80 people showed them, because it was so close to
the end of the term ."
up, said Morris.
The Student Union ave ned poAs miscellaneous costs added
up, Morris went ahead with the tential disaster on the Friday afconcert anyway instead of going ternoon when the bills were do.
back to the Finance Committee Short on money, Morris finally
for approval, which he thought tracked down Colyer to get in
touch with the University's busiwould slow up the process.
"Always document what you ness office to get the bills paid.
The oversights that the Special
do and have the receipts ahead of
time," Morris said after realizing Eventscommitteefailed toautho~
his mistake. "We thought we had rize through the Finance Committee included expenses for ad diall the bills paid but we didn't."
The extra expenses that the tional lighting, staging, and lodgSwdent Union incurred was about ing costs for the band.
Molly Zinkand, Finance Com$1,500, bringing the total cost of
the concert to approximately mittee chairperson, said the funds
$6,500, against roughly $500 in should have been appropriated by
the committee, thus avoiding a
ticket sales, Morris said.

sticky Situation.
"It's important to remember it's
not your money that your spending. Idon't like it when things like
this happen," Zinkand said. "It's
not the best thmg for the Student
Union."
Director of Student Activities
Lisa Heckman said she hopes in
the future , tpe Student Union will
continue to request her help in the
planning and implementatiOn of
such events, as they have done in
the past. But she sees concerts as
more of a service to the students
rather than a fund-raiser.
"You'll never make money at a
concert at john Carroll University," Heckman said. "You just do
not have the fac ilities. Everything
done now is done as a service to
the community."
Student Union Presidentjohn
Cranley said the full disclosure of
the finances will be made ava ilable soon.
"We'll bring a detailed report
next week where every cent was
spent," Cranley said. "What was
done was wrong.IMorris] did not
go through the proper channels."
Cranley though, realized the
enormous amount of work Morris
has put into events this year. Tuesday night'sconcenwith First Light
in the Wolf and Pot, which was
part of the Weleome Back Week
festivities, was attended by over
200 people.

A video store will be opened
next week by the Student Union
in an effort to provide a low cost
form of entertainment for students looking to do things on
campus.
The store, which will be in
theoldgameroom,willhaveOYer
550videos. Thestorewillbeopen
35 hours a week. and will be run
by Student Union volunteers
until they generate enough revenue to pay workers.
"As soon as possible, we want
to be able to pay wages to other
students,"john Cranley. Srudent
Union president said.
Cranley said that the Student
Union is providing an excellent
sen->ice to the Carroll community.
~we're always trying to contribute as a Student Union, to
makethiscampusa better place,
especially for freshmen who
don't have cars: Cranley said. "I
thi.nk there's a need for a video

Killian

According to Savage, the probationrequires that the defendant
take all required medication, to be
administered by injecti on. ln ad-

as "Star \!.Jars.'

Kevin Bachman
News

continued from page 1
in court on February 28 at 3 p.m.

stalking protection order set by
the court stating Killian is to have
no contact by any means with the
victim or JCU, according to court

Kevin Bachman

News Editor

=-----

The initial cost for the videos
is approximately $8,000, said
Michael Colyer, Smdent Union
treasurer:
Vice PresidentforSrudent Affairs Fr. Richard P. Salmi SJ.,sald
the video store is an excellent
idea as well as a service to the
Carroll community, but there are
manyquestionsthatsdllremain.
"'think thereisa lot of potential for it to be a valuable asset to
the student body," Salmi said.
"But will students use it? Will it
make money? But every small
business has tosrarrsomewhere."
Director of Student Activities
Lisa Heckmansai.d that the video
store is a valuableaddltionin that
it is a form of entertainment for
students who don't want to go
out.
"I think it's an alternative for
students when there's a blizzard,
but most Importantly l think it's
a service," Heckman said. "This
is yet another way that the Stu·
dent Union is providing a service to the students."
Cranley said that the video
store is one of the bigger accomplishments of his administration, and he is confident it will

the
o[ cheaper dances
and bener activities." he said

~r~ru~J;~~~~~~·----~~~~~··
t this court

Charter revision denied after SU v.p. admits faults
Assistant News Editor
An amendment to the Student
Union Constitution, proposed in
part by the refusal of fraternity
lota Chi Upsilon to list their services to the Greater Cleveland
Area, failed by a large margin at
Tuesday's Student Union meeting.
The amendment, proposed by
Bishoy Mikhail. sophomore offca mpussenator, and Dennis Percy,
Student Union vice president,
would force all cam pus orga nizarions to perform an outside service to the Cleveland Community.
Previously, the Student Union
Constitution read that the charter
of an organization mustlist its services to the University Community but did not explicitly men tion the Cleveland community. In
the jesuit tradition of service,
Mikhail and Percy felt it was necessarytoincludethis.
This
bill was prompted by the Review
Committee's recommendation not
to pass the charter of IXY. When
the lXYs charter came up for renewal, the Student Union urged
the fraternity to list their services

NEWS
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Union Senate.
Mikhail and Percy then proposed the bill to amend the Student Union Constitution stating
that Student Union chartered organizations need more effective
guidelines defining these services.
"We wanted a uniform standard to measure service which is
outlined by the Administration,
what they want service to be like,"
Percy said.
Concerns from senators were
voiced at Tuesday's Student Union
meeting.
"l think it's wrong,'' said Genesis Brown, junior class president.
"Service is not done because of
guidelines set by somebody. I
think a good Constitution has the
ability to change and be a living
document."
jen Burke, member of Phi Alpha Theta , felt that all clubs
should not be required to do service.
"I think it kind of undermines
the spint of JOining a club," she
said. "If 1 want to do community
service, ['[) jom a different club . "
But the effectiveness of the bill

became the ultimate question.
"A man who offers help to another out of compassion against
one who does it out of force are
totallydifferent," said Mark Daniel
Delaney, senior class off-campus
senator.
Delaney also asked what service will be defined as and who
had the right to make the decision.
Ultima tel y,Percy backed down
stating he didn't think the issue
through properly.
"We saw a problem but didn't
look at the whole issue,"Percy said.
"My perspective is that this bill is
not worth passing. I don't think it
is solid enough to define this issue
of anything."
Though Mikhail said he did not
agree with Percy's direct words, he
said he knew where Percy was
coming from .
"In the future, I hope the Student Union can find better words
to encourage service and make
rewards without punishing incentive for service," Mikhail said .
The amendment was voted
down with only two in favor.

Killian's History
On October 13, 1993, Killian
was convicted of menacing by
stalking and improper handling
of a firearm and was sentenced to
one year in Lake County Jail on
December 28,1994.
Killian's arrest and conviction
was prompted by more than a year
of activity.
Killian dominated his victim's
life from the beginning of her
freshmanyearinl992. His behavior was observed as erratic both in
and out of the classroom by professors and Dean of Students, Joe
Farrell.
The convicted stalker's fixation
on his victim began through a class
the two shared and his obsession
began immediately with constant
phone calls and letters.
"He made it clear he was going
to dominate my life,'' his victim
said in an interview last year.
Killian's bizarre behavior continued and after finding Kill ian in
the Carroll swimming pool fully
clothed, Farrell expelled him on
November 3,1992 and prohibited
him from campus.
On December 7, 1992, Killian
came to campus twice. The first
time he placed a "loaded Colt 45"
on the pavemen t near the Belvoir
guardhouse; the gun was loaded
with six rounds of hollow point
bullets, according to UHPD
records.
Killian returned to cam pus four
hours la ter where he wasdetained
by JCU Campus Police until UHPD
officers arrived.
Killian was sentenced to a year
in jail on December 28,1993 and
while incarcerated, he sent over
eight letters to his victim, the
UHPD and The Carroll News.
Due to his sending of the letters, Killian was in court on january 25,1994 for breaking the anti-

~-·~~(.~~~~~~~~~~~~
hear ng,
ont· nosimt ro enses,to aveno ur- . ..-~~!'~~1!....~~~~..~..~..~----~~~~~-gomeryordered that Killian's mail thercommunication with the vicsaid LanYe.
bemonitoredbypersonnelatLake tim, to report monthly with the
ln its fourth year, the Cultural
County jail.
probation department, and to seek Assistant Managing Edotor
Accordingtocourtdocuments, counseling through Northeast
To celebrate the birthday of AwarenessSeriessponsored by the
Killian was in court on March 8, Medical Center, according to Sav- Reverend Martin Luther King,)r., Office of Multiculuual Affairs
1994. The court determined that age.
the john Carroll University Con- strives to bring a variety of perKillian required involuntary hosCity and universityofficialsare cert Choir along with guest artist formersfrommanyculturalbackpitalization because"herepresems keeping their attention on Denise Edwards performed in grounds to celebrate cultural dia substantial risk of physical harm Killian's behavior until his Febru- Kulas Auditori urn on Tuesday versity.
Ronald Oleksiak and Shirley
to others, particularly victim," ac- ary 28 progress report.
night.
Seaton,
director and assistant dicording to court records.
"I am concerned to see how he
"This subject [King, Jr.] is very
Afterthecourthearing,Killian acts between now and February deartomyheart.ltisimportantto rector of Multicultural Affairs
was transferred to Cleveland Psy- 28," said Farrell. "We are con- measanAfricanAmerican. What brainstorm to come up with the
chiatric Institute and ordered to cerned and weare taking the same he stood for was right-he cared ideas for the series with the main
undergo an evaluation, according precautions we did last time. We about human beings,"saidj.Lan Ye, theme being to expose students
and facul tyali keto other cultures.
to court documents.
have to be concerned. I hope he's director of music for JCU.
"Education,
unless
it's
During this stay, the court or- better."
Lan Ye designed all aspects of
dered all of Killian's "outgoing
Rohal said he has been with the program. Said LanYe, "The multicultural, is lacking," said
calls be monitored and lhel be pro- the case all along and has no plans pieces I chose surround his reli- Oleksiak.
Multicultural affairs is about
hibited from sending any mail of leaving the case.
gious and moral standing."
understanding
and respect acuntil further order of court," ac"He's going to be on probation
"Every piece has a message.
fort he next threeyearsand l'm not There are spirituals, hymns, an- cording to Oleksiak.
cording to court documents.
"We're known for our creative
On April 11, 1994, Dr. Steven going anywhere," Rohal said. "I thems and gospel songs. Someand
unique ways of presenting
King, MD., a psychiatrist with the am personally going to watch this times music has a more powerful
diffe
rent
viewpoints,"said Seaton.
message than the spoken word,"
Ohio Department of Mental case."
Health,stated that Killian was not
•••••••••••••••
• ••••••••••••••••
competent to stand trial on that
date.
The court hearing for sentencing for the charge of breaking the
anti-stalking proteClion order was
then set for] une 28, 1994.
At the june 28 hearing King
stated that Killian was sane at the
time he broke the anti-stalking
protection order. Killian plead no
contest and was sentenced to 30
days in jail, which was added to
the original one year sentence.
Killian was returned to CPI for
two weeks of treatment by court
order. In addition, to the 30 days
incarceration, Killian was also put
on three years probation.
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Killerquake

From around the nation...

William Branigin and
Shlgehlko Togo

Of<-

s

~1995.
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Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy died of complications from pneumonia at the age of 104 on Sunday. Of her nine children, two died in
plane crashes, rwo were assassinated, a daughter was retarded and
one of her grandchildren died of a drug overdose.
Islamic militants say they detonated two bombs Sunday rhat
killed 19 people and injured 62, prompting pleas to halt aU talks
with the Palestinian Liberation Organization. The attack took place
at a snack bar full of Israeli soldiers,killing IS of them and acivihan.
The OJ Simpson rrial began Monday, Simpson is expected to
test•fy on his own behalf. The defense is expected to rest the cred·
ibility of Lt. Mark Fuhrman, who, the Simpson team claims has been
known to make racist remarks It is probable that they will claim
that Fuhrman planted a bloody glove behindSirnpson'sguest house.
Superbowl. A few facts you might want to know as you watch
SuperbowlXXIX: When the San DiegoChargerslaceoff against The
San Francisco 49ers it wilt be only the second time that two teams
from the same state face-off for the Vince Lombardi Trophy (XXV
featured Buffalo and the New York Giants). The second time any
ream has been favored by more than 17 (Joe Namath garanteed
victory in Superbowl Ill despite bemg an 18 poim underdog). The
first rime 30secondsof commercial time will cost the estimated one
million dollars. This is San Diego's first ever appearance in the big
game. This is San francisco'sfirsrappearance in the big one without
future· hall-of-famer j oe Monrana.

Figured Facts

Fighting continues in Chechnyan capital
Margaret Shapiro
~1995

The Washington Post

MOSCOW· Figh ting in the
Chechen capital, Grozny, and
surroundingareaspicked up Sat·
urday after a brief lull, suggesting that Ru ssian forces were still
some ways from achieving their
goal of converting the war in
breakawayChechnya into a "policing action.'
Chechen rebels, forced to
abandon the Presidential Palace
in central Grozny on Thursday,
held positio ns south of the city
center as Russian forces contin-

ued shelling the city. Russian aircraft, which had been absent ea rlier in the day,also resumed bombing raids. A Chechen spokesman,
Movladi Udugov, told the Russian
news agency lnterfax that the
bombed-out, battle-scarred capital remained a free-fire zone with
both sides still battling for dom inance. " Noone controls the center
of Grozny," he said.Udugov also
maintained that Chechen leader
Dzhokhar Dudayev remained in th e
city, contrary to reports from the
Russian military that he had fl ed
to the mountains to beginorganiz-

in g a guerrilla war again st Rus·
sia. Kreml in officials, starting
with Russian President Bo ris
Yeltsin, have maintained since
Dec. II, when troops were sent
into Chech nya to quash a three·
year-old independence bid , that
the military operation would not
last much longer. But th e fighting has dragged on for six weeks,
and the dead and injured are esti mated to be in the thousands.
Thursday, when the Presidential
Palace fell, Yeltsin insisted that
the operation would be over in a
matter of days.
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transportatio nstilllargelysh ut down, thou·
sa nds of people walked or rode bicycles to
the tow n's train stallon to escape homes
dam aged by the quake or rendered unin·
habitable by lack of wa ter, power or gas.
Dressed in winter coat s and towing lug·
gage ca rt s laden with belongings, they
looked like well-heeled refugees.
Others were head ing into ishinomiya
and points west in Kobe to bring food and
other supplies to their fam ilies after shop·
ping sprees in Osaka. Among them was
Kazuo Ka i, 31, whose apartment in Kobe
was gutted by one of the many fires that
raged out of control after the earthquake
ruptured gas lines.
"'People criticize the city government's
respo nse as tooslow,"said Kazuhiko Kishida,
a 57-year-old truck dr iver and the oldest of
the three brothers.Wearing a blue vest, work
pants and rubber boots as he warmed him·
self by the fire, he added: "'We're not sa tis·
fied , but it can't be helped. That's nature.We
think we're lucky because our lives were
saved.'
Fortunately for the brothers, their neighborhood was spared the devastating fires.
When Ginjiro Kishida felt the second floor
of his house rock from side to sid e, he said,
he immediately got out of bed and shut off
his gas stove. Then came a violent up-and·
down shaking that collapsed the ground
floor of the multifamily structure. Next
door,
Kaz uhiko Kishida was lucky in that his
two-s tory house toppled sideways, leaving
an open ing for him and his 30-year-old
daughter, Miho, to escape from their rooms
on the ground floor.

N!SH!NOMI YA .Japan When the brothers Kishida were jolted awake by Tuesday's
earthquake, they quickl y real ized how
luck y they we re to be alive.All around them
in their working-class neigh borhood,people
trapped in the ruins of old wooden houses
like theirs were calling out for help.
Ginjiro Kishida, a 44-yea r·old steelworker, ra n barefoot to the nearest police
station to ask for a rescue team but was told
that no one cou ld be spared . "' Please get
your neighbors together and rescue them
yourselves,'' he said the harried police told
him .
So Kishida and his two older brothers,
Kazu hiko and Heitaro, went to work furi ously in the cold predawn darkness and
managed over the next four hours to extract
six people who were trapped in the wreck·
age of several houses. They also pulled out
the dead bodies of two ot hers. Th e brothers
were among the many unsu ng heroes who
stepped in at great personal risk to help
rescue earthquake victims when aut horities were ini tially too overwhelmed to respond to all the eme rgencies.
The Kishida brothers told their story as
they warmed themselves at a fi re beside
their ruined houses while trying to salvage
anythi ng of value from the wreckage.
The earthquake had shaken the cement
ex teriors off the buildings to revea I walls of
wooden beams and slats interspersed with
a m ixture of dried mud and straw.
A still ness enveloped the sce ne, broken
only by the cla tter of helicopters flyi ng overhead and the occasional wail of a siren as
ambulances and fire trucks raced around
There will be a Budd hist prayer service for
the city
victim s of the Kobe eart hquake on Monday 1/ 30
With many roads closed and public at tl1ree in St. Francis Cha pel.
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Death Toll:
Over5,000

Facts
Injured: 24,000
A deceiving figure:
injuries range from
broken bones to third
degree burns.

Missing: 515
Survivors had been
found as late as
Tuesday, but now
most missing are
presumed dead.

Intensity: 7.2
American Seismologists put the measurement
at a lower figure. The severity of the damage
is due primarily t o the density of the populati on at the epicenter of the quake. In addition,
the prominence of wooden structures throughout Japan allowed fires to spread faster,
posing further threats.

Material losses:
$80,000,000,000
More than 46,000 buildings were destroyed In
the city of Kobe alone and 100,000 over all.

Sam Jameson
101995, Los Angeles Times

TOKYO,jan. 21 · The ordeal of 300,000
refuge es from japan's mass ive earthquake
eased somewhat for the first time in four
days Friday, with relief finally flowing into
the stricken port of Kobe and other devastated areas.
For the first ti me since the quake, deliver ies of food and other relief goods increased,
grocery stores reopened, inspectors began
to decree damaged buildings unsafe and
workers started earring away the rubble left
by the killer temblor.
Ferries launched operations to Osaka,
and some of the superspeed Bullet Line
trains res umed partial operation. The Bul·
let Line reopened from Tokyo to Osaka; un·
til Friday morning, damage on train lines
had forced the route to stop short of Osaka,
at the ancient city of Kyoto.
Police imposed travel restrictions to un·
clog the traffic jams that had hampered the
movement of emergency veh ides since 1he
Tuesday qua ke. And Pr im e Minister
Tomiichi Murayama, promising to " take every necessa ry financial measure· to rebuild
the crippled l<obe region,ordered one of his

cabmet mini sters 10 drop all other duties to
concentrate on rescue and rehabilitation.
Murayama said he would ··restructure di·
saster· relief policies for the whole of japan.'
After conceding that his government had
been in "confusion' trying to cope with the
aftermath of Tuesday's quake, Murayama
made the vow in a speech to an opening
session of Parliament. But he offered no
outlook as to when normality migh t return
for quake surv ivors, who he said are being
" forced to live as anxiou refugees in bitter
cold, with not enough to eat" and without
water, gas or electricity.
The dea th toll from from the na tion's
worst post-World Wa r II disaster continued
to cli mb.
As post-quake day No.5 began Saturday
morning, police said 4,612 people were
killed, 24,649 were injured,and 501 are still
missing.
Thirty-fi ve people were rescued from the
rubble Friday, according to authorities in
Kobe.Port facilities in Kobe that handle 30
percent of j apan's exports and imports still
lay in ruins, and more than 46,000 build·
ings and homes were destroyed . Estimates
of material losses ran~e up to 'tSO bi1lio n
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Rose Fitzgerald Kennedy died of complications from pneumonia at the age of 104 on Sunday. Of her nine children, two died in
plane crashes, two were assassinated, a daughter was retarded and
one of her grandchildren died of a drug overdose.
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The

From around the nation...
William Branlgln and
Shlgehlko To o

Ot<-

101995, The Washington Post

1lMEft«

ftAN B.

Islamic mHitants say they detonated two bombs Sunday that
killed 19 people and Injured 62, prompting pleas to halt all talks
w1th the Palestinian liberation Organization. The attack cook place
at a snack bar full of Israelisold1ers, killingl8of them and a civilian
The OJ. Simpson trial began Monday, Simpson is expected to
testify on his own be hall. The defense is expecred to rest the credlbilityof L£. Mark Fuhrman, who, the Simpson team claims has been
known to make racist remarks. It is probable that they will claim
that Fuhrman planted a bloody glove behind Simpson's guest house.
Superbowl A few facts you might want to know as you watch
SuperbowlXXIX: When rheSan DiegoChargersfaceoff against The
San Francisco 49ers it will be only the second time that two teams
from the same state face-off for the Ytnce Lombardi Trophy (XXV
featured Buffalo and the New York Giants). The second time any
team has been favored by more than 17 (Joe Namath garanreed
victory in Superbowllll despite being an 18 point underdog). The
first time 30secondsof commercial time will cosc the estimated one
million dollars. This is San Diego's first ever appearance in the big
game. This is San Francisco's first appearance m the big one without
future-hall-of-farner Joe Montana.

Figured Facts
Accordmg to the National Safety Council, there is a death due
to a motor vehilce accident every 20 seconds (most due to some
failure to yield the right of way), a death in the home every 23
seconds, and a death on the JOb every 53 seconds.

Fighting continues in Chechnyan capital
Mar aret Shapiro
101995 The Washington Post

MOSCOW- Fighting in the
Chechen capital, Grozny, and
surroundingareas picked up Sat·
urday after a brief Iull, suggest·
ing that Russian forces were still
some ways from achieving their
goal of convening the war in
breakawayChechnya into a "policing action.'
Chechen rebels, forced to
abandon the Presidential Palace
in central Grozny on Thursday,
held positions south of the city
center as Russian forces contin-

ued s helling che city. Russian aircraft, which had been absent earlier in the day, also resumed bombing raids. A Chechen spokesman,
Movladi Udugov, told the Russian
news agency lnterfax that the
bombed-out, battle-scarred capital remained a free-fire zone with
both sides still barding for dominance. " No one cont rols the center
of Grozny,' he said.Udugov also
maintained that Chechen leader
Dzhokhar Dudayev remained in the
city, contrary to reports from the
Russian military that he had fled
to the mountains to beginorganiz-

ing a guerrilla war against Russia. Kremlin officials, starting
with Russian President Boris
Yeltsin , have maintained since
Dec. 11, when troops were sent
into Chechnya to quash a threeyear-old independence bid, that
the mil itaryoperation would not
last much longer. But the fighting has dragged on for six weeks,
and the dead and injured are estimated to be in the thousands.
Thursday, when the Presidential
Palace fell , Yeltsin insisted that
the operation would be over in a
matter of days.
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NISHINOMIYA,Japan When the broth·
ers Kishida were jolted awake by Tuesdays
earthquake, they quickly realized how
lucky they were to be alive. A 11 around them
in their working-class neighborhood, people
trapped in the ruins of old wooden houses
like theirs were calling out for help.
Ginjiro Kishida, a 44-year-old steelworker, ran barefoot to the nearest police
station to ask for a rescue team but was told
that no one could be spared. " Please get
your neighbors together and rescue them
yourselves: he said the harried police told
him.
So Kishida and his two older brothers,
Kazuhiko and Heitaro, went to work furiously in the cold predawn darkness and
managed over the next four hours to extract
six people who were trapped in the wreckage of several houses. They also pulled out
the dead bod ies of two others. The brothers
were among the many unsung heroes who
stepped in at great personal risk to help
resc ue earthquake victims when authorities were initially too overwhelmed torespond to all the emergencies.
The Kishida brothers told their story as
they warmed themselves at a fire beside
their ruined houses while trying to salvage
anything of value from the wreckage.
The earthquake had shaken the cement
exteriors off the buildings to revea I wa1ls of
wooden beams and slats interspersed with
a mixture of dried mud and straw.
A stillness enveloped the scene, broken
only by the clatter of helicopters fl yingoverhead and the occasional wail of a siren as
ambulances and fire trucks raced around
the city.
With many roads closed and public

transportation still largely shutdown, thousands of people walked or rode bicycles to
the town's train station to escape homes
damaged by the quake or rendered uninhabitable by lack of water, power or gas.
Dressed in winter coats and towing luggage carts laden with belongings, they
looked like well-heeled refugees.
Others were heading into Nishinomiya
and points west in Kobe to bring food and
other supplies to their families after shopping sprees in Osaka. Among them was
Kazuo Kai , 31, whose apartment in Kobe
was gutted by one of the many fires that
raged out of control after the earthquake
ruptured gas lines.
"People criticize the city government 's
response as too slow," said KazuhikoKishida ,
a 57-year-old truck driver and the oldest of
the three brothers.Wearing a blue vest, work
pants and rubber boots as he warmed himself by the fire, he added: " We're not satisfied, but it can't be helped. That's nature. We
think we're lucky because our lives were
saved.'
Fortunate! y for the brothers. their neighborhood was spared the devastating fires.
When Ginjiro Kishida felt the second floor
of his house rock from side to side, he said,
he immediately got out of bed and shut off
his gas stove. Then came a violent up-anddown shaking that collapsed the ground
floor of the multifamily structure. Next
door,
Kazuhiko Kishida was lucky in that his
two-story house toppled sideways, leaving
an opening for him and his 30-year-old
daughter, Miho, to escape from their rooms
on the ground floor.
There will be a Buddhi st prayer serviu for
victims of the Kobe earthquake on Monday 1/30
at three in Si . Fran cis Chapel

Facts
Injured: 24,000
A deceiving figure:
Injuries range from
broken bones to third
degree burns.

Missing: 515
Survivors had been
found as late as
Tuesday, but now
most missing are
presumed dead.
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Death Toll:
Over 5,000

Intensity: 7.2
American Seismologists put the measurement
at a lower figure. The severity of the damage
is due primarily to the density of the population at the epicenter of the quake. In addition,
the prominence of wooden structures throughout Japan allowed fires to spread faster,
posing further threats.

Material losses:

$80,000,000,000
More than 46,000 buildings were destroyed In
the city of Kobe alone and 100,000 over all.

Sam Jameson

cabinet ministers todropall other duties to
concentrate on rescue and rehabilitation.
TOKYO,jan. 21- The ordeal of 300,000 Murayama said he would "restructure di refugees from japan's massive earthquake saster-relief policies fort he whole of Japan •
eased somewhat for the first time in four After conceding that his government had
days Friday, with relief finally flowing into been in "confusion' trying to cope with the
the stricken port of Kobe and other devas- aftermath of Tuesday's quake, Murayama
tated areas.
made the vow in a speech to an opening
For the first time since the quake, deliv- session of Parliament. But he offered no
eriesof food and other relief goods increased, outlookascowhen normality might return
grocery stores reopened, inspectors began for quake survivors, who he said are being
ro decree damaged buildings unsafe and " forced to live as anxtous refugees in bitter
workers started carting away the rubble left cold, with not enough 10 eat' and without
water, gas or electricity.
by the killer temblor.
Ferries launched operations to Osaka,
The death toll from from the nation's
and some of the superspeed Bullet Line worst po t· World War II disaster continued
trains resumed parcial operation The Bul- 10 climb.
As post-quake day No.5 began Saturday
let Line reopened from Tokyo to Osaka; until Friday morning, damage on train lines morning, police said 4,612 people were
had forced the route to stop short of Osaka, killed, 24,649 were injured, and SOl are still
missing.
at the ancient city of Kyoto.
Police imposed travel restrictions to unThirty-five people were rescued from the
clog the traffic jams thar had hampered the rubble Friday, according to aUihorities in
movement of emergency vehicles since the Kobe. Port facHiries in Kobe that handle 30
Tuesday quake. And Prime Minister percent of Japan's exports and imponssrill
Tomiichi Murayama,promisingto "take ev- lay in rums, and more than 46,000 buildery necessary financial measure' to rebuild ings and homes were destroyed Estimates
the crippled Kobe region.ordered one of his of material losses ranp,e up to 't80 bi\lton
~1995, Los

Angeles Times

Super Bowl Party
5 p.m. in the Cafeteria
Sundayjan.29 dl
• Cheer for the 49ers or the Chargers on a Big Screen TV!
• Cash prizes for guessing the scores each quarter.
(must be present to win)

• Sweatshirts, munchies, terrible towels and more
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:I Also, details will be available regarding a contest to :I
: name the video store. The winning suggestion will :
I
I
: receive 15 free rentals and everyone who submits :
an entry will get 5 rentals half price.
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Jewish and Carroll collll11Unities working together
Interestingly, Friedman's wife,
saying "Tikkun Olam" which more than 1,000 years ago.
faith, he or she must first earn a
Dreskin added that Orthodox Sandra Livin.gston, belongs to a college degree. Then, further speStaff Reporter
means "to repair the world."
'The range of social services... jews are very introspective, and dtfferent dtvtsion of the jewish cialization of Hebrew knowledge
A Catholic university in a jewand skills is necessary. Extensive
ish community seems like an un- are an effort to improve the lives of strictly observe the Jewish teach- faah,theConservatives. Friedman
knowledge in jewish scripture
usual situation. However, john people in this life,' said Genman. ings. For instance, their services emphasized that while they apCarroll University is located in the
Rabbi Billy Dreskin, who leads are spoken entirely in Hebrew, proach their faiths with different and practices, as well as Jewish
law is needed. Such education is
center of the largest concentration worship at Fairmount Temple, ex- women and men sitseparately,and backgrounds, the two are aware of
available at Heof jewish people in Ohio.
plained the differences between
brew Union Coljudaism is a religion in which the three divisions of judaism.
lege in Cincinnati
women can become rabbis, any
The first division of judaism is
and the jewish
member of the congregation can Reform, established about 100
lead services, no "communion" is years ago in Western Europe. lt
Theological Semidispensed at services, and the Sab- was created when a community
nary in New York
bath beginsatsundownon Friday of jewsdecided that the thousandCity. Study at
and continues until sundown on year-old philosophies a nd practhese schools is
Saturday.
tices of judaism were no longer
usuallycompleted
Currently, there are 18 mi.!lion meaningful. They modified the
in fourorfiveyears,
then the student is
jews worldwide, with the largest religion, keeping some practices
ordained a rabbi
populations located in Israel, the and discarding others. A rabbi at
Congregation Beth Am , Rabbi
and placed in a
United States and Russia.
As for Cleveland, over the last Michael Hecht said, "The services
congregation or
several decades, many Jews have a regiven in English and the Rabbi
communal work
moved into the Cleveland suburbs, 'plays' to the oon-jews." The si msuch as education
specifically Cleveland Heights, pler services makei t easier for nonor chaplaincy.
Beachwood, University Heights jews to follow the worship.
Shtull said, "Beand Shaker Heights.
cominga rabbi beLater, the Conservative diviThe jewish Community Fed- sion was created by Reform Jews
gins with home
eration is a large conrributor to who felt that too many of the jewlife, comm unity
the great jewish population here. ish traditions had been forgotten s.o. 1 z,;,, life,schoollifeand
lt isoneof the most important and in the Reform division. Conserva- The Green Road Synagogue is one of many local centers of Judaism.
interests."
active organizations in both the tive jews thought some change men wear head coverings called thecoresimilarities between both
The Heights Community Cenjewish and Greater C leveland was necessary, but not as much as yarmulkes. Orthodox jews also types of Juda ism.
ter was the first synagogue estabcommunity. "We are similar to Reform jews.
Friedman added that he and lished on the east side of Cleveengage in prayer three tim es each
the United Way," Gertman said,
Conservative jewish services day, strictly obey the divine com- his wife have interesting discus- land. lt was established in l923as
"ThejCF is a volunteer organiza- are led by the Hazzah(cantor)a nd mandments and eat only Kosher sions about the differences be- The Heights Orthodox Congregation that raises money and gives it spoken mostly in Hebrew. How- foods.
tween the two approaches of ju- tion, but later moved to its curout to different agencies; half of ever, some English is also used.
Martin Friedman, a professor da ism because both of them care rent location on Cedar Road and
the money is given locally and the Conservative jews place a stron- injCU's communication depart- a great deal about their faith.
changed its name to The Heights
other half is sent overseas."
ger emphasis on the Talmud than ment, is a member of the Reform
While there are differences jewish Center (HJO
She explained that thejCF of- service rituals.
division of judaism. "lam who I between Friedman's religion and
The H]C is now both a synafers programs such as commuFinally, the Orthodox jews are am because of the way I was that of his students at JCU, he gogue and a community center.
nity day care, a Big Brother/Big those who believe that no modifi- brought up; religion was a very stressed he should be judged as a Study classes in the Talmud,JewSister program. and two nursing cation to the jewish faith is neces- important parr of my upbringing," man, not as a jew, "I want to be ish law, and jewish ethics are
homes. Gertman said theorgani- sary; thus they maintain the origi- said Friedman, who grew up in looked at as Dr. Martin Friedman, taught there and socia I events and
:zat\onot~Uates under the Hebrew
nal Jewish traditions established the University Heights area.
a human being. Weareacompila- holiday celebrations that are spontion of all o f ou r experiences.Jews,
so red by the center.
just like everyone else, want to be
Sally Wertheim, Dean of the
loved, educated, and enjoy the Graduate School at John Carroll
comforts of life:a good
offered some inforjob, a family. .. We have
mation about her
the same likes and
lifeasamemberof
dislikes as everyone
the Reform division of judaism.
else."
Another jewish
Wertheim is a
mother of three
professor at JCU is
Rabbi jacob Shtull, a
daughters, all
raised in the Reretired Conservative
Emeritus of Shaarly
form faith . She and
Kaplan helps you focus
her family are
T i k v a n , i n
your test prep study
Beachwood. Shtull
members of the
where you need it most.
teachesacourseabout
Rabbi Billy Dreskin Fairmount
the HolocaustatjCU.
Temple, and she is
We'll show you the
He said that he has
also an active
proven skills and testenjoyed teachinghereoverthepast member of the jewish Commutwo years. "lt has been a very sat- nity Federation.
taking techniques that
Her husband's family memisfying experience for me as a perhelp you get a higher
son. l have enjoyed the students bers were among the first Jews to
score.
and we have developed a good rap- come to America in the early
port."
1840's. They were some of the
At Far imount Temple, Shtull original founders of the first jewbelieves it is easy for a jewish fam- ish congregation in Cleveland.
Wertheim said that the jewish
ily to be "actively" jewish.1n addition, Fairmount Temple offers op- and universal value she tried most
portunities such as adult worship
to insti 11 in her children was, "'To]
have a concern and care for ot her
andfamilyworshipservices,comKaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
people, ... look outward to make
munity dinners and holiday celthe world, city and community
ebrations held at the synagogue as
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
better for everyone."
well as at local parks and oth er
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
One similarity between the
locations. "Our faith is a religious,
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
as well ascomm unity experience," jewish faith and theCatholicfaith
is the commitment to all people,
more ways to practice,
Dreskin said.
regardless of religious affiliation
Rabbi Daniel Schur, an Orthoor nationality.
dox rabbi at the Heights Jewish
"Every religious heritage is to
Center,offered ad ifferent perspecbe valued and cherished," Dreskin
tiveon the differences between the
three divisions of judaism. "Or- explained," And although we have
thodox jews believe that the To- our specific differences in observation and articles of faith, ultirah was given by the Creator, and
mately, I believe all of our reli therefore it becomes eternal like
the Creator," Schur said, "Reform gions are striving to achieve the
same end. We're striving to un and Conservativejews believe the
Torah is man-made. Orthodox is derstand what it means to be alive,
what it is we should be doing with
more community oriented, Reform and Conservative more pul- our lives and how we should be
interfacing with our neighbors.
pit oriented."
In order for someone to pursue That is the great contribution of
a career as a rabbi in the jewish all of our religions."

Kate Robinson
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"... all of our
religions are
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Student eyes opened to world
Nikki Nicholas
Staff Reporter

Studyingabroad is an endeavor
that many John Carroll students
undertake each year. jim Reed ,
director of academic advising,
helps jCU students sift through
the seemingly endless list of programs. "The most difficult part of
going abroad is selecting a program because there is such a wide
variety. Some students have spent
semesters at sea through the University of Pittsburgh and others
have taken classes at the London
School of Economics while interning with Parlia111ent." said Reed.
Approximately seventy-five to
one hundred JCU students study
abroad per year. Most go through
schools with large programs such
as Beaver College in Pennsylvania
and Butler
University in
Indiana.
"Once
In addition
tosendingstudents abroad,
john Carroll is
home to many
students from
foreign countries as well.
AtjCU, there are currently 20 international students representing
eighteen countries. These fifteen
undergraduates and five graduate
students come from countries
such as China, Russia, Kenya, and
Belize.
Since John Carroll has a special exchange contract with two
universities in japan, a number of
Carroll's exchange students are
japanese_ VergheseChirayath,di&A
rector fo1: the
tiona! studies, hopes that someday
there will be an equal number of
John Carroll students studying in
Japan as there are japanese students studying here.
The two Japanese un iversities
that JCU has liason with are

Sophia and Nanzan. For JCU srudems, there is a certain amount of
preparation that is required to attend these universities. Students
intending on studying abroad in
Japan must meet with a committee of four to five professors. At
this interview a student's preparation is considered regarding
their strengths in dealing with
other cultures.
For Japanese students studying
here, there are certain requirements as well. Japanese students
must make a certain score on an
English proficieocy test which is
given by the Education Testing
Service. Also, they are interviewed
in japan regardiog their desire to
attend an American institution .
After that they must simply go
throughjCU's regular admissions

decided to study the language intensely at Sophia. Because I
learned the language, I had the
chance to talk to people I would
not have had the opportunity to
meet otherwise,' noted Masek,
'You don't get those opportunities
bystayingin the dorms and speaking English.'
In preparation for their trip to
Japan, Carroll students are given a
From lhecollccrloll ol Makiko Na.ktda
day long orientation at the end of Makiko Takada visited MJnich, Gennany over her semester break
the spring semester. Susan l.ong
is the coordinator for the East tiona] students is getting to know came here. I really like it here
Asian studies program and plans people. At JCU, foreign students because the professors of
this oriemation for the students. are encouraged to live on campus. communications are excellent."
As a part of this orientation, stu- "Having students come and live
Tomine describes his fellow
dents eat at a japanese restaurant, on cam pus allows them an oppor- students as very friendly and inhave discussions about what it tunity to socialize with other stu- teresting people. One thmg that
means to be an international stu- dents. For breaks and holidays, Tomine would change, however, is
dent, and listen to speakers ad- many of our professors open their the number of exchange students
dress the cultural differences they homes to these students so they atJCU. "There are few exchange
are likely to can experience life with an Ameri- studentsat)CU at present.So,only
encounter.
can family," said Long.
a lim ited numberofJCU students
For the
One of the four japanese ex- meet exchange students,' said
Japanesestu- change students residing in dorms Tomine.'A the numberofforeign
dents com- atJCU is Makiko Takada. Takada exchangestudents increases, more
ing to JCU, is a senior from Sophia University JCU students will come to underthere is an and is studying communications. stand foreign cultures.'
orientation She enjoys taking walks around
For all the exchange studems
Joe Masek as well. Usu- campus because everything here atjCU,comingwthe United States
allythis"cul- is so new to her. Makiko enjoys involves a risk. Experiencing a
rural accla- dorm life as well. "Most students different culture and learning a
mation" is done along with their in j apan are commuters,' Takada new language are sometimes dtfroommates. The reason for th1s is explained, ' Here 1 can see my ficult and challengtng and even a
so that both students will better friends whenever 1want."
little scary_ However, both the exunderstand the culture and
Masayuki To mine isajapanese change students attending JCU
lifestyle of the other. "Most japa- exchange student who resides andjCUstudenrsstudyingabroad
nese students come here with the inMillor Hall. Tomme is a junior feel that the risk pays off. "Once I
expectation that their roomate from Sophia University and is en- showed people that I was willing
will be a close friend,' said joying his year-long stay atJCU.
to listen and learn about their culChirayath, 'With this orientation
"l read a pamphlet aboutjohn ture they went out of their way to
we help them understand that Carroll in the foreign exchange show me kindness and help me
sometimes roomates are just ac- office at Sophia. I heard that the out,' said Masek. 'l had so many
quaintances," sa id Chirayath.
Depanment of Communications
,.,.,.,PnrP< \ wouldn't have had

I showed.•. that I was willing to
listen and learn about their culture, they
went out of their way to.. .help me out."

procedures as do other students.
For American students going
to japan, studying japanese for a
couple of years is a plus as well,
though it is not required. At Sophia
University, classes are taught in
English and students do not need
to concentrate onja panese. There
is a greater emphasis on language
at Nanzan University. Students
attending this school are required
ge classes.
to take ja nesela
ied at Sophia Univeristy last year.
He feels lucky to have been able to
stay with a japanese family since
70 percent of exchange students
at Sophia live in the international
dorms. "Since the family I lived
with did not speak English at all, l

Siblings atJCU from Spain
Nikki Nicholas
Staff Reporter

Leaving home and going to
college can be a big change for
many students. For Alex and
Irina Maritzia, this change involved a little bit more than simply packing up their belongings
for the long drive.
This brother and sister pair
call Madrid, Spain their home.
However, being away from home
is not a new thing for either Irina
or Alex. During the 1991-1992
school year, Irina and Alex studied at a highschool in New jersey.
Irina wemon to spend her senior
year at Gilmour Academy in
Gates Mills , Ohio while Alex
went home to Spain for his junior
and senior years.
Both Irina and Alex were
happy that they studied in the
UnitedStatesduringhighschool.
It gave them a chance to enhance
their English speaking skills as
well asexperience American culture. Since they studied here in
high school, it made coming to
an American university an easy
transition.
During her senior year, Irina
noticed some differences between Spanish and American
high schools. "JnSpain,mosthigh
schools are private, Catholic, and
single sex. There is little time for
extracurricular activities," said
Irina. "We went to school from 8
o'clock in themorning to6o'clock
in the evening. Most of our time
was spent studying."

As for college, both Irina and
Alex welcome the difference betweenSpanishand American universities. "In Spain there are fewer
universities so they are larger. Basically, everyone lives at home .
There are no fraternities or sororities like there are here so the social
life is much different," said Alex.
Irina also enjoys the social opportunities that American universities offer. "I enjoy the formal
dances here and belonging to a
sorority. No college in Spain has
these," said Irina.
One difference that Alex noticed betweenSpanishandAmericanstudents involved alcohol. "In
Spain, the legal age is sixteen, but
in reality you can buy alcohol
when you are twelve or even
younger. Alcohol is really no big
deal in Spain. In fact, you are
thought to be a jerk if you get
drunk," said Alex.
Both Alex and lrina are happy
with their decision to attendjCU.
Carroll's academit reputation and
the fact that they had friends coming here influenced their decision
to attend. Irina is a sophomore
and is double majoring in communications and French. Alex is
a freshman and is majoring in
business.
After college, Irina plans on
going to graduate school. Her
dream is to have her own talk show.
Alex plans on attending Harvard
Business School. Both feel that
studying abroad has put their
dreams within reach.
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jewish and Carroll contn1unities working together
saying "Tikkun Olam" which
means "to repair the world."
'The range of social services...
are an efforttoimprove the lives of
people in this life,' said Gertman.
Rabbi Billy Dreskin, who leads
worshipatFairmountTemple,explained the differences between
the three divisions of judaism.
The first division of judaism is
Reform, established about 100
years ago in Western Europe. It
was created when a community
of]ewsdecided that the thousandyear-old philosophies and practices of Judaism were no longer
meaningful. They modified the
religion, keepi ng some practices
and discarding others. A rabbi at
Congregation Beth Am, Rabbi
Michael Hecht said, "The services
are given in English and the Rabbi
'plays' to the nnn-jews." The simplerservices make it easier for nonJews to follow the worship.
later, the Conservative division was created by Reform jews
who felt that too many of the Jewish traditions had been forgotten
in the Reform division. Conservative jews thought some change
was necessary, but not as much as
Reform jews.
Conservative jewish services
are led by the Hazzah(cantor)and
spoken mostly in Hebrew. However, some English is also used.
Conservative jews place a stronger emphasis on the Talmud than
service rituals.
Finally, the Orthodox jews are
those who believe that no modification to the jewish faith is necessary; thus they maintain the origi-

Interestingly, Friedman's wife
more than 1,000 years ago.
Dreskin added that Orthodox Sandra Livingston, belongs to ;
Jews are very introspective, and different division of the Jewish
strictly observe the jewish teach- faith,theConservatives. Friedman
ings. For instance, their services emphasized that while they apare spoken entirely in Hebrew, proach their faiths With different
women and mensitseparately,and backgrounds, the two are aware of

faith , he or she must first earn a
college degree. Then, fun her specialization of Hebrew knowledge
and skills is necessary. Extensive
knowledge in jewish scripture
and practices, as well as jewish
law is needed. Such education is
available at He brew Union College in Cincinnati
and the jewish
Theological Seminary in New York
City. Study at
these schools is
usually completed
in four or five years,
then the student is
ordained a rabbi
and placed in a
congregation or
communal work
such as education
or chaplaincy.
Shtull said, "Becominga rabbi begins with home
life, co mmunity
life,schoollife and
The Green Road Synagogue is one of many local centers of Judaism.
interests."
men wear head coverings called thecoresimilarities between both
The HeightsCommunityCenyarmulkes. Orthodox jews also types of judaism.
ter was the first synagogue estabengage in prayer three times each
Friedman added that he and lished on the east side of Cleveday, strictly obey the divine com- his wife have interesting discus- land . ltwasestablishedinl923as
mandments and eat only Kosher sions about the differences be- The Heighrs Orthodox Congregafoods.
tween the two approaches of ju- tion, but later moved to its curMartin Friedman, a professor daism because both of them care rent location on Cedar Road and
in JCU's communication depart- a great deal about their faith.
changed its name to The Heights
ment, is a member of the Reform
While there are differences Jewish Center (HJC).
division of judaism. "I am who 1 between Friedman's religion and
The HJC is now both a synaam because of the way I was that of his students at JCU, he gogue and a community center.
brought up; religion was a very stressed he should be judged as a Study classes in the Talmud,Jewimportant part of my upbringing," man, not as a jew, "I want to be ish law, and Jewish ethics are
said Friedman, who grew up in looked at as Dr. Martin Friedman, taught there and social events and
nal jewish traditions established the University Heights area.
ahumanbeing. Weareacompila- holiday celebrations thatare spontion of a ll of ourexperiences.Jews,
sored by the center.
just like everyone else, want to be
Sally Wertheim, Dean of the
loved, educated, and enjoy the Graduate School at john Carroll
com forts of life: a good
offered some inforjob,afamily.. We have
mation about her
the same likes and
" •.• all of our lifeasamemberof
dislikes as everyone
the Reform divielse."
religions are sion of judaism.
Another Jewish
Wertheim is a
professor at JCU is
mother of three
striving
to
Rabbi jacob Shtull, a
daughters, all
raised in the Reretired Conservative
achieve the
Emeritus of Shaarly
formfaith. She and
Kaplan helps you focus
her family are
T i k v a n , i n
Same end."
your test prep study
Beachwood . Shtull
members of the
where you need it most.
Fairmount
teachesacourseabout
bb 1
the Holocaust atJCU. Ra i Bi 1y Dreskin Temple, and she is
We'll show you the
He said that he has
also an active
proven skills and testenjoyed teaching here over the past member of the Jewish Commutwo years. "It has been a very sat- nity Federation.
taking techniques that
isfying experience for me as a perHer husband's family memhelp you get a higher
son. I have enjoyed the students bers were among the first jews to
score.
and we havedeveloped a good rap- come to America in the early
1840's. They were some of the
port."
At Farimount Temple, Shtull original founders of the first jewbelieves it is easy for aJewish fam- ish congregation in Cleveland .
ily to be "actively" Jewish. In addiWertheim said that the jewish
tion, Fairmount Temple offers op- and universal valueshetriedmost
portunities suc h as ad ult worship to instill in her children was, iTo]
andfamilyworshipservices,com- have a concern and care for other
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
munity dinners and holiday cel- people, .. .look outward to make
ebrations held at the synagogue as the world, city and co mmunity
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
well as at local parks and other better for everyone."
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
One similarity between the
locations. "Ourfaith is a religious,
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
aswellascommunityexperience," Jewish faith and theCatholicfaith
is the commitment to all people,
more ways to practice.
Dreskin said.
Rabbi Daniel Schur, an Ortho- regardless of religious affiliation
dox rabbi at the Heights Jewish or na tionality.
"Every religious heritage is to
Center,offeredadifferent perspective on the differences between the be valued and cherished,"Dreskin
three divisions of Judaism. "Or- explained, •And although we have
thodox jews believe that the To- our specific differences in obserrah was given by the Creator, and vation and articles of faith, ulti therefore it becomes eternal like mately, I believe all of our reli·
the Creator," Schur said, "Reform gions are striving to achieve the
and Conservati vejews believe the same end. We're striving to unTorah is man-made. Orthodox is derstand what it means to be alive,
more community oriented, Re- what it is we should be doing with
form and Conservative more pul- our lives and how we should be
interfacing with our neighbors.
pi t or iemed."
In order for someone to pursue That is the great contribution of
a career as a rabbi in the Jewish all of our religions."

Kate Robinson
Staff Reporter
A Catholic university in ajewish community seems like an unusual situation. However, john
Carroll University is located in the
center of the largest concentration
of jewish people in Ohio.
judaism is a religion in which
women can become rabbis, any
member of the congregation can
lead services, no "communion" is
dispensed at services, and the Sabbath beginsatsundownon Friday
and continues until sundown on
Saturday.
Currently, there are 18 million
Jews worldwide, with the largest
populations located in Israel, the
United States and Russia.
As for Cleveland, over the last
several decades, many Jews have
moved intotheClevelandsuburbs,
specifically Cleveland Heights,
Beachwood, University Heights
and Shaker Heights.
The jewish Community Federation is a large conrributor to
the great jewish population here.
!t isone of the most important and
active organizations in both the
Jewish and Greater Cleveland
community. "We are similar to
the United Way," Gertman said,
"TheJCF is a volunteer organization that raises money and gives it
out to different agencies; half of
the money is given locally and the
other half is sent overseas."
She explained that thejCF offers programs such as community day care, a Big Brother/Big
Sister program, and two nursing
homes. Gertman said the organizat\onopeta.tesunder the Hebrew
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great skills•••
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Student eyes opened to world
Nikki Nicholas
Sophia and Nanzan. For JCU stu- decided to study the language inStaff Reporter
dents, there is a cenai n amount of tensely at Sophia. Because I
Studyingabroad isanendeavor preparation that is required to at- learned the language, l had the
that many John Carroll students rend these universities. StudentS chance to talk ro people l would
undertake each year. jim Reed, intending on studying abroad in not have had the opportunity to
director of academic advismg, Japan must meet with a commit- meet otherwise," noted Masek,
helps JCU students sift through tee of four to five professors. At 'You don't get those opportunities
the seemingly endless list of pro- this interview a student's prepa- by staying in the dorms and speakgrams. "The most difficult parr of ration is considered regarding ing English.'
going abroad is selecting a pro- their strengths in dealing with
ln preparation for their trip to
gram because there is such a wide other cultures.
Japan, Carroll studentsare given a
variety. Some students have spent
ForJapanese studentS studying day long orientation at the end of
semesters at sea through the Uni- here, there are certain require- the spring semester. Susan Long
versity of Pittsburgh and others ments as well. Japanese students is the coordinator for the East
have taken classes at the London must make a certain score on an Asian studies program and plans
School of Economics while intern- English proficiency test which is this orientation for the students.
ing with Parliament." said Reed.
given by the Education Testing As a part of thts orientation, stuApproximately seventy-five to Service. Also, they are interviewed dents eat at a japanese restaurant,
one hundred JCU students study in japan regarding their desire to have discussions about what it
abroad per year. Most go through attend an American institution. means to be an international stuschools with large programs such After that they must simply go dent , and listen to speakers adas Beaver College in Pennsylvania through JCU's regular admissions dress the cultural differences they
and
Butler
are likely to
University in
encounter.
Indiana.
"Once I showed. .• that I was willing to
For the
ln addition
Japanesestuto sendi ngstu- listen and learn about their culture, they
dents comdenrs abroad,
ing to JCU,
john Carroll is went out of their way to. • .help me out."
there is an
home to many
orientation
students from
Joe Masek as welL Usuforeign counallythis"cultries as welL
tural acclaAtJCU, there are currently 20 in- procedures as do other students.
mation" is done along with their
ternational students representing
For American students going roommates. The reason for this is
eighteen countries. These fifteen to japan, studying Japanese for a so tha t both students will better
undergraduates and five graduate couple of years is a plus as well, und erstand the culture and
students come from countries though it is not required. At Sophia lifestyle of the other. "Most japasuch as China, Russia, Kenya, and University, classes are taught in nese students come here with the
Belize.
English and students do not need expectation that their roomate
Since John Carroll has a spe- to concentrate on Japanese. There will be a close friend,' said
cial exchange contract with two is a greater emphasis on language Chirayath, 'With this orientation
universities in japan, a number of at Nanzan University. Students we help them understand that
Carroll's exchange students are attending this school are required sometimes roomates are just acjapanese. VergheseChirayath ,di- to take Japanese language classes. quaintances," said Chirayath .
rector for the cente.r
i.n
tiona! st udies,hopes that some day
there will be an equal number of He feels lucky to have been able to
john Carroll students studying in stay with a japanese family since
japan as there are Japanese stu- 70 percent of exchange students
dents studying here.
at Sophia live in the international
The two japanese universities dorms. "Since the family I lived
that JCU has liason with are with did not speak English at all, I

from the collet Uon o( Maklko Na&cada

Makiko Takada visited Munich, Gennany over her semester break.
tional studentS is getting to know
people. At JCU, foreign students
are encouraged to live on campus.
"Having students come and live
on cam pus allows them an opportunity to socialize with other students. For breaks and holidays,
many of our professors open their
homes to these students so they
can experience life with an American family," said Long.
One of the four japanese exchangest udents residing in dorms
atJCU is Makiko Takada. Takada
is a senior from Sophia University
and is studying communications.
She enjoys taking walks around
campus because everything here
is so new to her. Makiko enjoys
dorm life as well. "Most students
in Japan are commuters,' Takada
explained , "Here I can see my
friend s whenever [want."
Masayuki Tomine is a japanese
exchange student who resides
inMillor Hall. Tomine is a junior
from Sophia University and is enjoying his year-long stay ar]CU
"I read a pamphlet aboutjohn
Carroll in the foreign exchange
office at Sophia. 1 heard that the
Department of Communications

came here. I really like it here
because the professors of
communications are excellent."
Tomine describes his fellow
studentS as very friendly and interesting people. One thing that
Tomine would change, however, is
the number of exchange students
atjCU. "There are few exchange
studentsatjCUat present.So,only
a limited number of JCU students
meet exchange students," said
Tomine. 'A then urn ber of foretgn
excha ngestudents increases. more
JCU students will come to understand foreign cultures.'
For all the exchange students
atjCU,comingto the United States
involves a risk. Experiencmg a
different culture and learning a
new language are sometimes difficult and challengmg and even a
littlescary. However,boththeexchange students attending JCU
andJCUstudentssrudyingabroad
feel that the risk pays off. "Once I
showed people thar I was willing
to listen and learn about rheirculture rhey went out of their way to
show me kindness and help me
out,' said Masek. "I had o many
iences 1 wouldn't have had
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Siblings atJCU from Spain
Nikki Nicholas
Staff Reporter
leaving home and going to
college can be a big change for
many students. For Alex and
Irina Maritzia, this change involved a little bit more than simply packing up their belongings
for the long drive.
This brother and sister pair
call Madrid, Spain their home.
However, being away from home
is not a new thing for either Irina
or Alex. During the 1991-1992
school year, Irina and Alex studied at a highschool in NewJersey.
Irina went on to spend her senior
year at Gilmour Academy in
Gates Mills, Ohio while Alex
went home to Spain for his junior
and senior years.
Both Irina and Alex were
happy that they studied in the
UnitedStatesduringhighschool.
It gave them a chance to enhance
their English speaking skills as
well as experience American culture. Since they studied here in
high school, it made coming to
an American university an easy
transition.
During her senior year, Irina
noticed some differences between Spanish and American
high schools. "In Spain,most high
schools are private, Catholic, and
single sex. There is little time for
extracurricular activities," said
Irina. "We went to school from 8
o'clockinthemorningto6o'clock
in the evening. Most of our time
was spent studying."

As for college, both lrina and
Alex welcome the difference between Spanish and American universities. "In Spain there are fewer
universities so they are larger. Basically, everyone lives at home.
There are nofraternitiesor sororities like there are heresothesocial
life is much different ," said Alex.
Irina also enjoys the social opportunities that American universities offer. "! enjoy the formal
dances here and belonging to a
sorority. No college in Spain has
these," said Irina.
One difference that Alex noticed between Spanish and American students involved alcohol. "In
Spain, the legal age is sixteen, but
in reality you can buy alcohol
when you are twelve or even
younger. Alcohol is really no big
deal in Spain. In fact , you are
thought to be a jerk if you get
drunk," said Alex.
Both Alex and Irina are happy
with their decision to attendjCU.
Carroll's academic reputation and
the fact that they had friendscoming here influenced their decision
to attend. Irina is a sophomore
and is double majoring in communications and French. Alex is
a freshman and is majoring in
business.
After college, Irina plans on
going to graduate school. Her
dream is to have her own talk show.
Alex plans on attending Harvard
Business School. Both feel that
studying abroad has put their
dreams within reach.
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Staff Reporter

Every once in a great while, a
film comes along that serves as a
much -needed remi nde r tha t,
when hand led properly, moviemaking is more tha n a craft; it is
an an .
Krzysztof Kieslowski's Red is
such a movie.
The fin al installment of his
much acclaimed "Three Colors"

trilogy (Biue, WhiteandR ed),representing t he French nat ional
motto, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, Red is a staggering achievement for Poland's Kieslowsk i.
Dispensing with conventional
dramatic structure, Kieslowski
presents a ser ies of intricately
woven revelations and occur·
rences.
No real plot drives this French
(English subtitled) film . But the
central story focuses on Valentine
Orenejacob),a youngSwissmodel
and student who one day hits a
dog while driving home.
Concerned, she takes the injured canine to its owner, an embittered, world -weary retired
judge, portrayed with incalculable
skill by French screen legend ,
Jean-Louis Trintgnant.
Dismissed abruptly and apathetically, Valentine subsequently
learns that the abrasive older man

James Aurrlchlo
World View Editor

listens in on his neighbors' phone
conversations on a daily basis.
When the judge invites her to
reveal his actions, Valentine, fueled by righteous indignation ,
marches across the street inte nt
on in fo rming the neighbors. But
she soon real izes she can not.
A few days later, upon her request, the judge turns himself in
and th is unlikely duo, realizing
they are deeply intrigued by one
another,develop a tender, platonic
relationship, full of irony.
There is also a parallel subplot
Copyrlgh1 I~ Ml ramax
which follows Auguste (JeanPierre Lout), a young new judge Director Krzysz tof Kieslowski (left), Jean-Louis Trintgnant (center), and lre':lEl Jacob (right) on the
who is also an unknowing neigh- set of Red, the acclaimed conclusion to Kieslowski's trilogy.
bor of Valentine.
terior rumblings and subtleties of by accentuat ing the subtle nu- sit ivi ty to seemingly harsh old
Auguste's path reflects the life his ch aracte rs for build-up or ances that thea rercannotaddress. man.
of the judge in his youth to show cutaways, but for text and (in place
His painterl y style is decidedly
While jaco b (Double Life of
of) plot.
that fate can redeem itself.
un-American. He is demanding; Veronique) ill umi nates the screen
With very minimal language he challenges the audience by pre- with a preternatural radiance and
And it is here that Kieslowski's
refined aesthetic sensibility and and with no hint of melodrama, senting the incomplete, the com- compassion (not to mention awerestraint are focused : Red is a he engages with facial expressions, plex , the unanswerable, the am- inspir ing beauty) that no "bankmovie about cri tica l connections, color, light and mood. Red is a biguous.
able" American actress today ca n
made and missed , about the cinematic painting possessed of
And still, he elici ts a de pth of match.
organic ism of chance, and the exquisite texture, lyr icism a nd emotion that rarely ever su rfaces
Perh aps the international film
overlooked beauty of uncertainty. substance.
within the commercial confines commun it y's most es tee m ed
This film is undeni ably seduc- of the Amer ican cinematic la nd- member,KrzysztofKieslowski,54,
Quoted as saying, "life is more
intelligent than literature," th is tive witho ut being overtly sultry. scape.
says Red is his final movie.
u nusual director examines and Th is, along wi t h Zbigniew
And t his is to say nothi ng of
Devoted film lovers will mour n
exalts the ordinary; he presents Preisner's hypnotic musical score, the two impeccable performances the retirement of one of the rare
the commonality of everyday li fe gives Red its inimitable elegance. in the film.
di rectors who liberated film from
and exposes its potential, natural
With this delicate craftsma nTrintgnant (Man and Woman) the tenements of entertainment
ship Kieslowski redeem s th e vi- lends heart·wrench ingl y sincere and into the kingdom of the art
wonder and irony.
Kieslowski does not use the in- sual and emotive potency of film complexity and unex cted sen- ho use.

.....

England, Europe and even Australia have each had an impact on
the grand history of rock'n'roll.
But Canad a's contributions have
stopped short of spectacular, limired by the potency of each Br ian
Adams release. This has created
the perception among some
Americans that a musical sound
ba rrier exists at the U.S.·Canadian
borderline.
Wrong.
1994 may have marked a new
era for our hockey gear-toting. ice
beer· dr inking friends to the
North .
A few Can ad ian art ists including Crash Test Dummies and Sarah Mclac hlan were nom inated
for Grammy's. Neil Young was
inducted into Clevelan d's Rock
a nd Roll Hall of Fame. And still
other bands like Bare naked Ladies
and Tragica lly Hip have crept into
th e repertoire of alternative stations in the United States.
lt is a long road to w hat many
Canadians see as a "gold mine of
opportunity"- s uccess in the
Sta tes.
54.40,agroup from Vancouver,
is just one of the many cannucks
tha t have begunex ploration of the
States. It has graced the Canad ian
musicsceneformoretha n l4years.
Na ryacolleges tudent in the Great
W hite North would claim that he/

Kristen Schneldler
Assistant Entertainment Editor

20680 North P ark Boule vard
C>hio 4 411 8

Un iv ersi~y Hoigh~s .

.321-7272

HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 3 p.m.-7 p.m. & Sat.l2 p.m.-7 p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds & Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon. & Tues. 7 p.m.-close
'We offer tur array of sauces anti toppings fo r pasta as wtf{ as pizza.
'Tfie men.rt aCso induties great sa{atis, ca{zone, 6urgers, appetizers, cfiick.f.n, vea{,
eggp[ant, anti santiwicfies, from tfie tratiition.a{ to tfie creative.

rr'aste tfie aifference!
W ithin w alking distance of campus

ATTENTION STUDENTS
A sub-committee geared toward student activities
and involvement in Cleveland Bicentennial Celebration

"When was the last time you
went wa hoo?"
This question is a central theme
of the roma ntic corned y I.Q., star·
r ing Meg Ryan , Tim Robbins and
Wal ter Matthau.
Manhau, w ho portrays Albert
Einstein, is excellent in the film ,
which is one of I.Q.'s only high lights. Einstein's niece, Catherine
Boyd (Ryan) is high ly intelligent
like her uncle, bu r· she is not too
bright when it comes to love and
to
a
roma nce. Engaged
psychol ogistst n amed j ames
(Stephen Fry), Cath erine sees love
as a matter of practicality and security.
Whe n j ames' ca r breaks down,
Catherine and j ames stop at a gas
station, w here they mee t Ed
Walters (Robbi ns), a passionate,
inqu isi ti ve garage mechanic,
yearning for k nowledge and tr ue
love. lmmediatly, Ed can tell that
Cathe rine's relatio nship with
james is lacking passion , o r in his
terms, has "no spark!"
Soon afte r, Ed discovers tha t

is in the process of planning the calendar for next year's events.

Sun- fast- tc

All interested students are Invited to join us in this effort.

Tanning Salon

of

• Be part an exciting University project •
• Receive committee work experience •
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~

Eleanor Finger (#4401 ) or
Shirley Seaton (#1604) by

1/31/95.
4449 ?tlayfiW[~.Soutli 'Eucfid

Catheri ne has left her pocket
watch be hi nd,so hesersoff to fin d
her and return it in person. When
he fi nds her ho use, Ed learns tha t
Catherine lives with (and is the
niece of) Alben Einstein. Einstein
and Ed become quick friends, and
Ed tells the professor of the instant feelings he felt toward
Catherine. Einstein believes Ed is
very sincere a nd much more interesting than james.
For that reason, Einstein and
his three old cronies set out to get
Ed and Catherine together by attempting to make Ed appear as
smanasthem in Catheri ne's eyes.
Thisfilmsucceedsonsome levels. [t's cute and has its entertaining moments.
Yet, considering its star power,
this fil m had the pote nt ial to be
m uch mo re. Matthau's per forma nce is the most believable.
Robbins does an effec tive job as
the passionate mechamc. Ryan,
on the ot her hand, is not extremely
convincingassomeonesearching
for her soul ma re. l.Q. is a film to
rent, however, because everybody
needs to go "wahoo!"

WELCOME BACK
Clteck o11t tlte 11ew
Spri11g Sclted11le

fiiliii

54.40 searches for success south of the border with Smilin' Buddha Cabaret.
she d idn 't know 54.40's latest
si ngle, "Ocean Pearl," from the
band 's Sony release titled Smilln'

Buddha Cabaret.
But w hen t h ese stars of
Ca nada's version of MTV, Much
Music, crossed the Peace Bridge in
Buffalo, N.Y. they entered charted,
bu t still untamed waters.
"lt's even diffic ult to cross the

border p hysically," bass ist Brad
Mer ritt sa id before 54.40's con·
certatCleveland'sOdeon. "We had
to wa it two hours just to bring
some T·shirts across wit h us."
54. 40a lso consists of Neil Osborne
(vocals, guitar), Phil Comparelli
(guitar, vocals) and Matt johnson
(drums)
When asked about the irony of

Copyrighr 1991 Sony Mus;k

the band's name (54.40 was the
latitude that the United States had
once demanded to be its Northern
borde r, but Ia ter settled forf urther
south), Merritt smiled polite! y-1(
has been mentioned to him and
thought up before. The irony
comes when you consider that
this band would like nothing more
than success in the South.

Despite recent success of
bands like Crash Test Dummies,
NAFTA has done little in freeing
up the line for music. "Combine
that ," Merritt said, "with the fact
that there is much going on here
already, and it becomes a serious
batde to break through here
(United States)."
Border towns like Buffalo, Detroit,Seattleand even Duluth have
been privy to the Canadian scene
that has largely been ignored elsewhere. Bands like Hhead (with
two b's),13 Engines and Moist were
leaked over the border by stations
such a Toronto's CFNY long before the creation of Cleveland's
commercia 1alternative rad1o sta·
tions.
It might seem an undesirable
task, going from marquee ltstmgs
tofillingempt yslots in American
clubs, such as the Odeon. Merritt
sa1d h e see it more as a challenge
and a funoneatthat. "You'regoing
to see us having a lot more fun out
there," he said. "There's a lot of
songs t hat we almost have to play
in Ca nada, that we don't have to
play here. We have a lot more of a
playful nature here (United
States)."
W ith Smilln' Buddha Cabaret
set for release m the States in mid February, 54.40 may have to deal
with a little more publicity, a little
more press ure, and a lot more fans
across the border.

-
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Canada's 54.40 crosses over the line

Acclaimed trilogy
concludes with
provocative Red
Jim Rutman
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Laurie Anderson's latest release, Bright Red, is ha rdly light
listening. Using her music as a
political an form, Anderson tackles some very heavyissues,including overpopu lation and the Persian Gulf War.
The basic problem is that her
music fails to be very listenable.
In fact , l had to take a few breaks
in the midst of listening to this
CD. Anderson's basic song format
of a sp oken
voice or occasionalsinging

on this track, but the lyrics are severely lacking.
In the first track on the Tightrope side, "Beautiful Pea Green
Boar," she is reminiscing about a
childhoodstory,"TheOwl and the
Pussycat." Onceagain ,her point is
lost in the use of ter ribly unclear
a nd meaningless images.
"Love Among the Sailors" co ntinues the water imagery that she
val ued so muc h on the first side,
which she seems to equate with
the end of
time.
"Poison"
deals with
,1
the lightest
s u bject
matter on
the w h ole
CD, that is,

a /l 0 f theart tha f
fA ~
has f rle
•d
,, nuerson,
·t o create is lost in her
•••

with some
haum ing mus ic in t he
b ackg ro u nd
just gets old
lo ng before
the end of the
first side.
Th e firs t
song, "Speechless," is a perfect example of much th at follows, with
unclear lyrics,strange images,and
Anderson's somewhat a nnoying
ability to do somet hing that is not
quite singing, but close. The next
song, "Brigh t Red," gets lost beca use Anderson and another vocalist a lternate say ing eac h word.
It does create an interesting echoing affect , but it does n't work in
conveying much of her point.
However, even wi thout thisaf ·
feet, her point would be lost because her lyrics are lacking much
su bstance. The songs "Speak My
Language," "World Without End,"
and "Freefall" are concerned with
overpopulation and theim mi nent
end of the world as a result of this
problem. Because she ts speaking
ins read of singing, her lyrics just
end up sounding li ke bad poetry.
"Muddy River" is probably the
most liste nable song on the Bright
Red side, possibly because she ac·
tually sings the whole thing. The

music form as it just
becomes annoying.

t

h

e

breakup of
a rela tionship. She believes the punishment
of being without her lover is the
resu lt of the fact that she has unwittingly drank some poison. An
u nnecessarily dark way of looking a t this situation, if you ask me.
Lo u Reed joins her for "[n Our
Sleep,' where the same three lines
are repeated over and over, wit h
little point or result. "Night in
Baghdad" addresses t he Persian
Gulf War; however, she continues
her trend of norreally sayinganythmg at all . She uses the unoriginaltmage of comparing the lit up
sky to fireworks and fireflies.
This entire release is repetitive, and all of the art that she has
tried to create is lost in her music
form as it just becomes annoying.
Some of her lyrics are slightly
promising, which seems to suggest that she is just in the wrong
medium. She shou ld be writing
poetry, or painting pictures BUl
as a musician, Anderson is too far
from norma l to be enjoyable.

13179 CEDAR RD.
CLEVELAND HTS., OHIO

Welcome JCU Students
Stop in with Carroll ID and your first beer is on:
Miami Entertainment
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TUESDAY: Draft Special I 25¢ Mug Nite
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Jim Rutman

Every once in a great while, a
film comes along that serves as a
much-needed reminder that,
when handled properly, movie·
making is more than a craft; it is
an art.
J<rzysztof Kieslowski's Red is
such a movie.
The final installment of his
much acclaimed "Three Colors"
trilogy(Blue, WhiteandRed),rep·
resenting the French national
motto, Liberty, Equality, Frater·
nity, Red is a staggering achieve·
ment for Poland's J<ieslowski.
Dispensing with conventional
dramatic structure, J<ieslowski
presents a series of intricately
woven revelations and occur·
rences.
No real plot drives this French
(English subtitled) film. But the
central story focuses on Valentine
Clrenejacob),a young Swiss model
and student who one day hits a
dog while driving home.
Concerned, she takes the injured canine to its owner, an embittered , world-weary retired
judge, portrayed with incalculable
skill by French screen legend,
Jean-Louis Trinrgnant.
Dismissed abruptly and apathetically, Valentine subsequently
learns that the abrasive older man

.•.

listens in on his neighbors' phone
conversations on a daily basis.
When the judge invites her to
reveal his actions, Valentine, fueled by righteous indignation,
marches across the street intent
on informing the neighbors But
she soon realizes she cannot.
A few days later, upon her request, the judge turns h1mself in
and this unlikely duo, realizing
they are deeply intrigued by one
another,developa tender, platonic
relationship,full of irony.
There is also a parallel subplot
which follows Auguste (JeanPierre Lout), a young new judge
who is also an unknowing neighbor of Valentine.
Auguste's path reflects the life
of the judge in his youth to show
that fate can redeem itself.
And it is here that Kieslowski's
refined aesthetic sensibility and
restraint are focused: Red is a
movie about critical connections,
made and missed, about the
organicism of chance, and the
overlooked beauty of uncertainty.
Quoted as saying, "life is more
intelligent than literature," this
unusual director examines and
exalts the ordinary; he presents
the commonality of everyday life
and exposes its potential, natural
wonder and irony.
Kieslowski does not use the in-
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Canada's 54.40 crosses over the line

Acclaimed trilogy
concludes with
provocative Red
Staff Reporter

TheCarroiiNews,January26 ,1995

James Aurrlchlo
World View Editor
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Director Krzysztof Kieslowski (left), Jean-Louis Trintgnant (center), and Ire~ Jacob (right) on the
set of Red, the acclaimed conclusion to Kieslowski's trilogy.
terior rumblings and subtleties of by accentuating the subtle nu- sitivity to seemingly harsh old
his characters for build-up or ances that rheatercannot address. man.
cutaways, but for text and (in place
His painterly style is decidedly
While Jacob (Double Life of
of) plot.
un-American. He is demanding; Vemnique) illuminates the screen
With very minimal language he challenges the audience by pre- with a preternatural radiance and
and with no hint of melodrama, senting the incomplete, the com- compassion (not to mention awehe engages with facial expressions, plex, the unanswerable, the am- inspiring beauty) that no "bankcolor, light and mood. Red is a biguous.
able" American actress today can
cinematic painting possessed of
And still, he elicits a depth of match.
exquisite texture, lyricism and emotion that rarely ever surfaces
Perhaps the international film
substance.
within the commercial confines community's most esteemed
This film is undeniably seduc- of the American cinematic land- member,KrzysztofKieslowski,54,
tive without being overtly sultry. scape.
says Red is his final movie.
This, along with Zbigniew
And this is to say nothing of
Devoted film lovers will mourn
Preisner's hypnotic musical score, the two impeccable performances the retirement of one of the rare
gives Red its inimitable elegance. in thefilm.
directors who liberated film from
With this delicate craftsmanTrintgnant (Man and Woman) the tenements of entertainment
ship J<ieslowski redeems the vi- lends heart·wrenchingly sincere and into the kingdom of the art
sual and emotive potency of film complexi~ and unex cted sen· house.

---···~-Kristen Schneldler
Assistant Entertainment Editor

20680 Nonh Park Boulevard
U:niversit:y Heights. Ohio 441.1. 8

.321-7272

HAPPY HOUR
Mon.-Fri. 3 p.m.-7 p.m.&: Sat.l2 p.m.-7 p.m. (cafe only)
22oz. Big Buds&: Big Bud Light Specials
15¢ Wings-Mon.&: Tues. 7 p.m.-close
'We offer an array of sauces ana toppings for pasta as we{{ as pizza .
'The menu a(so incCuaes great saCaas, caCzone, 6urgers, appetizers, cfiick:.!n, vea(,
eggplant, ana sanawiches, from the traaitiona{ to the creative.

fJ'aste tlie c£ifference!
Within walking distance of campus

ATTENTION STUDENTS
A sub-committee geared toward student activities
and involvement in Cleveland Bicentennial Celebration
is in the process of planning the calendar for next year's events.

All interested students are invited to join us in this effort.

of

• Be part an exciting University project •
• Receive committee work experience •

INTERESTED

"When was the last time you
went wahoo?"
This question is a central theme
of the romantic corned y I.Q., starring Meg Ryan, Tim Robbins and
Walter Matthau.
Ma ttha u, who portrays A1bert
Einstein, is excellent in the film,
which is one of I.Q.'s on ly highlights. Einstein's niece, Catherine
Boyd (Ryan) is highly intelligent
like her uncle, but· she is not too
bright when it comes to love and
romance. Engaged
to
a
psychologists! named james
(Stephen Fry),Catherine sees love
as a matter of practicality and security.
When james' car breaks down,
Catherine and James stop at a gas
station, where they meet Ed
Walters (Robbins), a passionate,
inquisitive garage mechanic,
yearning for knowledge and true
love. lmmediatly, Ed can tell that
Catherine's relationship with
James is lacking passion, or in his
terms, has "no spark!"
Soon after, Ed discovers that

Sun - fast- ic
Tanning Salon

~

COntact: Eleanor Finger (#4401) or

Shirley Seaton (#1604) by

1/31/95.

10 96 'Discount em tM pack..IJfle

381-0888

4449 'Mayfitltf :F.pai. Soutn 'LudUi

Catherine has left her pocket
watch behind ,so he sets off to find
her and return it in person. When
he finds her house, Ed learns that
Catherine lives with (and is the
nieceof)AibertEinstein. Einstein
and Ed become quick friends, and
Ed tells the professor of the instant feelings he felt toward
Catherine. Einstein believes Ed is
very sincere and much more interesting than James
For that reason, Einstein and
his three old cronies set our to get
Ed and Catherine together by attempting to make Ed appear as
smart as them in Catherine's eyes.
This film succeeds on some levels. It's cute and has its entertaining moments.
Yet, considering its star power,
this film had the potential to be
much more. Matthau's performance is the most believable.
Robbins does an effective job as
the passionate mechanic. Ryan,
on the other hand, is not extreme! y
convincingassomeonesearching
for her soul mate. I.Q. is a film to
rent, however, because everybody
needs to go "wahoo!"

WELCOME BACK
Clfeck 011t tlfe 11ew
Spri11g $clfedvle

England, Europe and even Aus·
tralia have each had an impact on
the grand history of rock'n'roll.
But Canada's contributions have
stopped short of spectacular, limited by the potency of each Brian
Adams release. This has created
the perception among some
Americans that a musical sound
barrierexistsat the us-ca nad ian
borderline.
Wrong.
1994 may have marked a new
era for our hockey gear-toting, ice
beer- drinking friends to the
North.
A few Canadian artists including Crash Test Dummies and Sarah McLachlan were nominated
for Grammy's. Neil Young was
inducted into Cleveland's Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame. And still
other bands like Bare naked Ladies
and Tragically Hip have crept into
the repertoire of alternative stations in the United States.
It is a long road to what many
Canadians see as a "gold mine of
opportunity "- success in the
States.
54.40,agroupfrom Vancouver,
is just one of the many cannucks
that have begun exploration of the
States. It has graced the Canadian
musicsceneformorethanl4years.
Naryacollegestudent in the Great
White North would claim that he/

54.40 searches for success south of the border with Smilin' Buddha Cabaret.
she didn't know 54.40's latest
single, "Ocean Pearl," from the
band's Sony release titled Smilin'
Buddha Cabaret.
But when these stars of
Canada's version of MTV, Much
Music,crossed the Peace Bridge in
Buffalo, N.Y., they entered charted,
but still untamed waters.
"It's even difficult to cross the

border physically," bassist Brad
Merritt said before 54.40's concerratCleveland'sOdeon."Wehad
to wait two hours just to bring
some T·shirts across wit h us."
54.40a lsoconsistsof Neil Osborne
(vocals, guitar), Phil Comparelli
(guitar, vocals) and Matt Johnson
(drums).
When asked about the irony of

Copyrlgh1 1994 Sony Mllilc

the band's name (54.40 was the
latitude that the United States had
once demanded to be its Northern
border, butla te r sen led forf urther
south), Merritt smiled politely-it
has been mentioned to him and
thought up before. The irony
comes when you consider that
this band would like nothing more
than success in the South.

Despite recent success of
bands like Crash Test Dummies,
NAFTA has done little in freeing
up the line for music. "Combine
that," Merritt said, "with the fact
that there is much gomg on here
already, and it becomes a serious
battle to break through here
(United States)."
Border towns like Buffalo, De
troit,Seattleandeven Duluth have
been privy to the Canadian scene
that has largely been ignored elsewhere. Bands like Hhead (with
two h's), 13 Engi nesand Moist were
leaked over the border by stations
such as Toronto's CFNY long before the creation of Cleveland's
commercial alternative radio stations.
It might seem an undesirable
task, gomg from marquee listings
tofillingemptyslots in American
clubs. such as the Odeon. Merritt
said he sees 1t more as a challenge
and a fun one at that."You'regomg
to see us having a lot more fun out
there," he said. "There's a lot of
songs that we almost have to play
in Canada, that we don't have to
play here. We have a lot more of a
playful nature here (United
Stares)."
With Smilin' Buddha Cabaret
set for release in the States in midFebruary, 54.40 may have to deal
with a little more publicity, a little
more pressure, and a lot more fans
across the border.

Messages get lost in
Anderson's Bright Red
on this track, but the lyrLaurie Anderson's latest re- ics are severely lacking.
lease, Bright Red, is hardly light
In the first track on the Tightlistening. Using her music as a rope side, "Beautiful Pea Green
political art form, Anderson tack- Boar," she is reminiscing about a
les some very heavy issues, i nclud· childhood story,"TheOwl and the
ing overpopulation and the Per- Pussycat." Once again,her point is
sian Gul£ War.
lost in the use of terribly unclear
The basic problem is that her and meaningless images.
music fails to be very listenable.
"Love Among the Sailors" conIn fact, I had to take a few breaks tinues the water imagery that she
in the midst of listening to this valued so much on the first side,
CD. Anderson's basic song format which she seems to equate with
of a spoken
the end of
time.
voice or occa/1
f
th
f
f·..
f
sional singing •••a 0
e ar na
"Poison•
deals with
with some 1
,,
• d
hauntingmu- ,'Anderson, has tfle
the lightest
subject
to create is lost in her matter on
just gets old
the whole
long before music form as it just
CD, that is,
the end of the
t
h
e
first side.
becomes annoying.
breakup of
The first
a relationsong, "Speechless," is a perfect ex- ship. She believes the punishment
ample of much that follows, with of being without her lover is the
unclear 1yrics,strange images, and result of the fact that she has unAnderson's somewhat annoying wittingly drank some poison. An
ability to do something that is not unnecessarily dark way of lookquite singing, but close. The next ing at this situation, if you ask me.
song, "Bright Red," gets lost beLou Reed joins her for "In Our
cause Anderson and another vo- Sleep," where the same three lines
calist alternate saying each word. are repeated over and over, with
It does create an interesting echo- little point or result. "Night in
ing affect, but it doesn't work in Baghdad" addresses the Persian
conveying much of her point.
Gulf War; however, she continues
However, even without this af- hertrend of not really sayinganyfeet, her point would be lost be- thing at all. She uses the unorigicause her lyri cs are lacking much nal image of comparing the lit up
substance. The songs "Speak My sky to fireworks and fireflies.
Language,""World Without End,"
This entire release is repetiand "Freefall" are concerned with tive, and all of th e art that she has
overpopu lation and the imminent tried to create is lost in her music
end of the world as a result of this form as it just becomes annoying.
problem. Because she is speaking Some of her lyrics are slightly
instead of singing. her lyrics just promising, which seems to sug·
end up sounding hke bad poetry. gesr that she is just in the wrong
"Muddy River" is probably the medium. She should be writing
most listenable song on the Bright poetry, or painting pictures. But
Red side, possibly because she ac· as a musician, Anderson is too far
tually sings the whole thing. The from normal to be enjoyable.
Editorial Board Director

~~ck~out~~
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Economists are positive in new year
A healthy economy should expand job market for graduating seniors
Mary Myers
Business Ed1tor

at john Carroll University.
JCU Professor of Econom1cs.
lawrence Cima agrees.
"New orders are up, and I don't
see any signs of things softening,"
Cimasaid.
Although real growth in 1995

As 1994 finished with one of
th e best holiday sprees in years,
th e economy in 1995 is expected
to do well, according to Robert].
Stalla , an economist with
McDonald fsr Company investments.
last December ended a year
wherein the economy experienced its strongest growth and
lowest unemployment rate in
years, according to the Federa I Reserve Boa rd.
"As 1994 draws to a
close, the economy is
exceedingly vigorous," said Sta lla.
Overall, the
econom ic fore cast for 1995 is
positive. However, economists
warn that the
Fed will probably raise interest
rates in order to
slow
the
economy. in 1995,
t he world-wide demand for goods and
capital will be important factors, will not be as high as it was in
and the general health of the 1994, the economy is expected to
economy should allow gradua t- grow at above-average rates.
ing seniors to encounter an exGrowth over the 1995-96 period
panding job market this spring, is expected toaverageclose to three
according to economists.
percent, accordi ng to Stalla. Th is
An Ove rv iew
is higher than the average growth
"The economy is expected to rate of the past 25 years, which
do fai rly well (in 19951," said Raj has been a t 2.5 percent, according
A@garwal, a l_lll'ofessor of finance to Michael Bryan, an ecoaoml&t

with the Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland.
Interest ra tes
Although growth is expected
rocontinue in 1995, the economy
will be slowed by the interest rate
increases that the Fed enacted in
1994, said Sta 11 a.
"The relentless ad vance of
interest rates that has occurred all year will, eventually, exact its toll," he said.
Bryan said that the Fed
is expected to raise rates
again this year. '
According
to
Aggarwa l, "The
economy is fai rly
s u per h eated,
and the Fed is
trying to slow it
down."
Bryan said
that the Fed
doesn't consider growth to
be a bad thing,
but that it will
raise interest
rates to protect
the economy
from growth it
cannot sustain.
The th ree percent growth ra te
that the economy is currently experiencing may be seen as too high,
and the Fed will react tothis,Bryan
said.
"There is a danger that the Fed
may overtighten a nd cause the
economy to slow more than is nec-1 said.
essary• A

Outlook

The higher interest rates may
slow the housi ng,automotive,and
other durable goods industries, he
said.
Because the Fed is moving in
the direction of zero inflation ,
Cima said, the real interest rates
will rise, and this will retard the
economy a !itt le bit.
The g loba l eco n omy
Aggarwal said the economy
may slow too much because along
with the pressure from the Fed,
there will also be a higher demand
for capita l in general inl995.Capital is accumulated goods devoted
to the production of oth er goods.
"Global interest rates are li kely
to be higher because de mand for
capital is growing," Aggarwal said.
He also said that the demand
for capita I is a world-wide market ,
and this increase in demand is fueled by the recovering economies
of Europe, Asia and Latin America.
"The need to rebuild Kobe Ia£ter the earthquake] adds tot he global demand for capital," he said.
Foreign growing economies
will fuel the U.S. economy in 1995.
There will be an increasing demand for exports, said Cima, becauseGermanyandjapan will be
coming out of their recessions, and
a worldwide decline in dema nd
for exports does not seem likely.
Cima also sai.d the eart hquake in
Kobe will also increase demand
for American goods.
The turn-around occurring in
Eastern European countries will
increase the -world-wide demand

for goods, agreed Frank Navratil,
dean of john Carroll's School of
Business.
Em ployme nt
Bryan and Cimaagreed that the
low 5.4 percent rate of unem ployment further shows that the
economy is doing we II.
Due to changes in the way that
the unemployment rate was calculated, to remain consistent to
the new system of measurement,
one would have to go back as far as
1973 to find ra tes th at low, Bryan
said.
Carroll economists said that
the job market for graduati ng seniorsshould be be ttert hanin years
past, especia lly if they have the
right qualifications.
Aggarwal said many business
executives see a huge shortage of
qualified people for employment.
"Theycan'texpandfastenough
beca use they can't find the rig ht
people," he sa id .
Navratil said that if the Fed
tightens the economy, job prospec ts could dim inish by the end
of the summer. If those graduating in May start looking now, however, th ey should be successful in
finding a job.
"The opportun ities are there."
Navratil said.
According to Cima, this year is
betterthan the one before fort hose
seniors seeking employment.
"I think that a lot of job cuts
have been finished," he said.
"America may have c ut too deep!y,
and employment will expand."

r----------------------------------------,
HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.

&
&

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
Sunday, February 5, 7 p.m.

&

• Limited number of tickets so act quickly!
• Free bus transportation will also
be provided leaving the Belvoir
parking lot at 5:45 p.m.

WELCOME BACK FROM STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Mark up every space on checks.
Don't leave room for someone to fi ll in t heir
name and extra zeros.

&

• Tickets
. can be purchased in the Student Life Office
for a discounted price of $50 per two tickets.

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm:'
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled
"s pare ch ange."

Student Activities presents

Playhouse Square

Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone w ho tries to borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.

&

at the

-

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing
rea lly tight pants.

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Phot ocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless t hey look just li ke you .
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Economists are positive in new year
A healthy economy should expand job market for graduating seniors
Mary Myers
Business Editor
As 1994 finished with one of
the best holiday sprees in years,
the economy in 1995 is expected
to do well, according to Robert).
Stalla, an economist with
McDonald & Company investments.
Last December ended a year
wherein the economy experienced irsstrongestgrowth and
lowest unemployment rate in
years, accord ing to the Federal Reserve Board.
"As 1994 draws to a
close, the economy is
exceedingly vigorous," said Stalla.
Overall, the
economic fore cast for 1995 is
positive. However, economists
warn that the
Fed will probablyraiseinteresr
rates in order to
slow
the
economy. in 1995,
the world-wide demand for goods and
capital will be important factors,
and the general health of the
economy should allow gradua ting seniors to encounter an expanding job market this spring,
according to economists.
An Overv iew
"The economy is expected to
do fairly well (i n l995L" said Raj
Agarwal, a professor of finance

at john Carroll University.
JCU Professor of Economics.
Lawrence Cima agrees.
"New orders are up, and I don't
see any signs of thingssofrening,"
Cimasaid.
Although real growth in 1995

with the Federal Reserve Bank of
Cleveland.
In terest rates
Although growth is expected
to continue in 1995, the economy
will be slowed by the in rerest rate
increases that the Fed enacted in
1994, said Stall a.
"Therelentlessadvanceof
interest rates that has occurred all year will, eventually, exact irs toll," he said.
Bryan said that the Fed
is expected to raise rates
again this year.'
According
to
Aggarwal, "The
economy is fairly
su per heated,
and the Fed is
trying to slow it
down."
Bryan said
that the Fed
doesn't consider growth to
be a bad thing,
but that it will
raise interest
rates to protect
t he economy
from growth it
cannot sustain.
The three percent growth rate
that the economy is currently experiencing may be seen as roo high,
and rheFedwill reacttothis,Bryan
said.
"There is a danger th at the Fed
may overtighte n and cause the
economy to slow more than is necessary," A rwal said.

Outlook

will not be as high as it was in
1994, the economy is expected to
grow at above-average rates.
Growthoverthel995-96period
is expected to average close ro three
percent, according to Stall a. This
is higher than the average growth
rate of the past 25 yea rs, which
has been at 2.5 percent, according
to Michael Bryan, an economist

The higher interest rates may for goods, agreed Frank Navratil,
slow the housing,automorive,and dean of Joh n Carroll's School of
other durable goods industries, he Business.
Employment
said.
Because the Fed is moving in
Bryan and Cima agreed that the
the direction of zero inflation, low 5.4 percent rare of unemployCima said, the real interest rates ment further shows that the
will rise, and this will retard the economy is doing well.
economy a little bit.
Due to changes in the way that
The global economy
the unemployment rate was calAggarwal said the economy culated, to remain consistent to
may slow roo much because along the new system of measurement,
with the pressure from the Fed, one would have to go back as far as
there will also be a higherdemand 1973 to find rates that low, Bryan
for capital ingeneral inl995.Capi- said.
tal is accumulated goods devoted
Carroll economists said that
to the production of other goods. the job market for graduating se"Global interest rates are li kely niorsshould be better than in years
ro be higher beca use demand for past, especially if they have the
capital is growing," Aggarwal said. right quali fications.
He also said that the demand
Agga rwal said many business
for capital is a world-wide market, executives see a huge shortage of
and this increase in demand is fu- qualified people for employment.
eled by the recoveri ng economies
"They can't expand fast enough
of Europe, Asia and Latin America. beca use they can't fi nd the right
"The need to rebuild Kobe laf- people," he sa id.
rer the earthquakeladds to the gloNavratil said that if the Fed
bal demand for capital," he said.
tigh tens the economy, job prosForeign growing economies peers could diminish by the end
will fuel the U.S. economy in 1995. of the summer. If those graduatThere will be an increasing de- ing in May starr looking now, howmand for exports, said Cima, be- ever, they shou ld be success£ ul in
cause Germany and japan will be find ing a job.
comingoutof theirrecessions,a nd
"The opportunities are there."
a worldwide decline in demand Navratil said.
for exports does nor seem likely.
According ro Cima, this year is
Cima also said the earthquake in better tha n the one before for those
Kobe will also increase demand seniors seeking employment.
for American goods.
"I think th at a lot of job cuts
The turn-a round occurring in have been fin ished," he sa id.
Eastern European coumries will · America may havec ur roo deeply,
increa the world"'Wide demand and em loyment will eKpand ."

.----------------------------------------,
HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.

i

Anyone who tries t o borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.

i

Student Activities presents

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
Sunday, February 5, 7 p.m.

i

Square

• Ticke_ts can be purchased in the Student Life Office
for a discounted price of $50 per two tickets.
• Limited number of tickets so act quickly!
• Free bus transportation will also
be provided leaving the Belvoir
parking lot at 5:45 p.m.

WELCOME BACK FROM STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Mark up every space on checks.
Don't leave room for someone to fill in their
name and extra zeros.

i

Playhous~

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm:'
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled
"spare ch ange ."

i

at the

Carry only enough cash to last the day.

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing
really tight pants.

Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless t hey look just like you.
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Rituals:

Scrunchies, socks
and spearmint gum

certain outfit if her team is winning. In softball, she will tell the
Staff Reporter
As the John Carroll football same joke before every game.
Assistant Coach Jerry
team made their way to the bench
after its pre-game introductions, Schweickert had a lucky green
many of those players looked for Minnesota Timberwolves shirt
the most important person on the that the volleyball team has never
field. That person was not their lost when he is wearing it. Forrwo
position coach, but one of the and a half years, Schweickert had
trainers, Dan Provenzano. a bent pen that became the
Provenzano's job is simply to add coaches good luck charm. Incieye black to players, regardless if dentally, the pen was lost prior to
thesunisshiningornot. The play- the tournament game against
ers will only let him do it. For Juniata, which the Blue Streaks
them, "Provo's" simple ritual pro- lost. Could the pen have had somevides the players with good luck. thing to do with the loss?
Football players are su perstiIf that story seems strange, then
read on, because it is one of the tious too. For most, an article of
most common occurrences of ath- clothing is their good luck charm.
letes, that of having a certain su- Jim Rosko will wear the same two
perstition or good I uck charm. pairs of socks for every game; Lou
Players, coaches, sometimes even Vitanton io always wears a BMW
the trainers and managers, have tee-shirt under his shoulder pads
some form of superstition or ritual in memory of hi sf riend,Stu Zalud,
that they must perform before they who died last year; Chad Rankin
feel comfortable enough for the will wear his Penn State boxer
shorts. If you ask them why they
game to begin.
As a team, the most s upersti- do it, they will probably just say
tious group of ath letes might be that they always have. But others
from women's volleyball. For in- have a reason for what they do.
junior golfer Brian Unk will
stance, after their first round victory over Ohio Northern in the neveruseagolf ball with the numNCAA playoffs, each person w ho ber fouron it, since he never wants
rode the bus had to sit in the same to hit the ball more than four
spot for the ride to juniata for the times. Junior Dave Caldwell wears
a finger rosary on his shoulder
second round the next week.
Throughout the season, they pads so he feels protected during
would only chew blue, Wrigley the game. SueZidanic has a lucky
Spearmint Bubble Gum; most of scrunchiefor her hair that she will
the players warm-up with the only wear for games. Whatever
sa me person for every game and the reason they do it, it becomes
practice, each with their own des- almost as big a part of the game as
th am it lf .
i nated po onrh e oor;andeach
Of the 56 john Carroll athletes
person has to sit in the same seat
and coaches interviewed for this
on the bench to start a game.
Even t he coac hes have their article, only six said they do not
believe in or have a ritual or suown superstitions.
Head Volleyball Coach perstition.
"I used to have some superstiGretchen Weitbrechthasnotworn
the same pair of shoes that she did tion s," said sophomore JJ
in a loss to Mount Union early in Richardson of the men's basketthe season; she will stay with a ball team, "but l stopped [using
Randy Loeser

them] when they didn't work."
So why then are they so important to the wayan athlete performs
in a game?
"It gives the athlete a !itt le b1tof
control," Weitbrecht said. "It gives
them a certain percentage of confidence that only they possess."
While athletes and coaches
seem to control what happens in
the game, others try to help. Sometimes, the managers and trainers
have their own superstitions
which they feel help the team towards success.
Assistant Equipment Manager
Tim Gallo will put the same towels on the nets for every volleyball
game. "It's the on ly sport that l really have a superstition for," he said.
Thetrainershaveasmuch to do
with the mental health of the players as they do the physical health.
"Particularlyin football,certain
players will only allow one of us to
tape them," Head Trainer Don
McPhillips said."Matt Warnement,
for exam pie, will only let me tape
him, but makes Jamie (Hurley)
stretch his neck."
The game that goes on within
the athJete's mind is a strange yet
unique way to look at why ce rtain
th ings are done.
One could look at the reasons
why wrestler Matt Cellucci will
not let himself be taped before any
match. Some might think he
doesn't want hisopponent to know
his weakness. Yet it is more for himself, so that he can feel free and
unrestricted to move.
F r h m;ith l th m ok
that one of the variables th at make
them comfortable will be in place.
Superstitions and rituals areas
much a part of the game as the
National Anthem. Whether it's a
lu cky shirt or a special silent
prayer, it is things like these that
make sports just a little more special.
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Sheets boosts
grapplers to win
Matt Durbin

The Streaks were also aided
by an unusual set of circumIt was every heavyweight stances in the 134-pound match
wrestler's dream - and night- as sophomore David Jones and
mare.
Ashland'sRonLavenderweredisThe john Carroll wrestling qualified after a shoving march
team was trailing Ashland 13- occurred. The disqualification
12withone bout remaining, and camewithjonestrailing 16-3 and
the entire weight of victory cost the Eagles the match.
rested on senior hea'i'yweight
The grapplers hope to conAaron Sheets' shoulders.
tinue their winning ways and
For Sheets, it was all too fa- capture a fifth consecutive Ohio
miliar. Just a fortnight ago, he Athletic Conference team title at
had been in an identical situa- the OAC duals this weekend at
tion, and lost against Mount Ohio University in Ada, Ohio.
Union, giving the Purple Raid- JCU will be aided by the return of
ers a 16-15 victory. However, su- national qualifier jason Kessen
periorconditioningandanearly (1.50 pounds) who is expected to
takedown proved to be the de- see some action after being sideciding factor as Sheets handled tined for most of the season with
Ashland's mammoth heavy- a wrist injury.
weight.Mark Rose, winning+ 2.
However, the Blue Streak
Sheets' victory, combined mat men may be without the serwith wins byjunior Andy Worst vices of their lone returning All(167 pounds) and senior Rob American Man Collucci, as the
Bartos (177 pounds), enabled the standout 126 pounder is quesStreakstosqueakouta l5-13vic- tionable with bruised ribs.
tory over the llth ranked Eagles.
Volkm.ann's career 29-1 dual
"Before the match, I was a meet record versus OAC schools
little nervous," Sheets said. "But, wilt be challenged as both Ohio
1try nottothinktoomuch, ljust Northemand Mount Union(who
go out and do it. I knew that I defeated JCU 16-15 at the Diviwasingreatshape,and !wanted sion lli National Duals Champito wear him out Conditioning onship january 14) have at least
was definitely the key.•
rwo rewrning All- Americall9 in
"Aaron wrestled his best their lineups.
"ThematchwithAshlandwas
matchatJCU," echoed john Carroll Head Coach Kerry good experience versus a quality
VolkmaQil. "Theheatwasonand team, but we'll have our lu!nds
Staff Reporter

Artie Taylor
Senior Sue Zidanic, the center on
the women's basketba ll team,
scored a season high 21 points
against Baldwin-Wallace. She
recorded 31 points, 18 rebounds,
six stea ls, five assists and a
blocked shot in a two-game span
last week

Against Marietta, the freshman
basketball player came off the
bench to chip in for 12 points- a
career best, and six rebounds. He
was part of the Blue Streak bench
barrage th at outscored the
Pioneers' bench 38-15 and outrebounded them a whopping 19-2.

.
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Blue Streaks top Marietta, 63-47
Men's basketball loses guards Cudgel
and Fletcherfor "personal reasons"
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

After last year 's relatively
smooth ride toaconferencechampionshlp, the men's basketball
team is encountering a tougher
trip this season wi th two players
leaving the program forwhat Head
Coach Mike Moran ca lled "pe rsonal reasons."
Bronson Cudgel, who started
all 26 games for lasi year's team ,
and London Fletcher, a 6-1 Division I transferfrom St. Francis,PA,
are the departing players. Fletcher
joined the team just before the Dec.
17 game vs. Baldwin-Wallace and
suited up for the Dec. 19 game at
CapitaL
In the Capital game, Fletcher
dominated with 8 points and 5
assists and also played well in the
Albion College Optimist Tournament in Michigan. However, the
last twoweekshavebeenastruggle
for Fletcher, who shot 23 pe rcent
combined in games at Heidelberg
and at home vs. Ohio Northern
and Marietta . What bothered
Moran wasn't so much the poor
shootmg, but Fletcher's on court
reaction to it.
"He's a verycompetitive kid and
when he gets angry it kind of overwhelms him,"Moran said."It takes
him out of his game and it acts as
a deterrent for him. Its very important tome how people perceive
us not only as players and coaches

By losing two capable guards,
but the entire program."
Moran, who coached Fletcher the pressure now swings to guards
at Villa-Angela St. joseph High Joey Bigler,Jamie Carpenter, Ryan
School, called the decision to dis- Tyson, and freshmatT James
miss Fletcher the toughest he's had Hatcher to fill the void left by the
to make. "I've been in a depression departing players. "Everybody has
to step up a little bit more and the
for two days," Moran said.
Fletcher had no comment on players realize that," Moran said.
"They realize there's more opthe situation.
Cudgel left on hisown,accord- portunity to play and that makes
ing to Moran, and was frusrrated practices a little livelier."
Lost in the off the court action
after coming back from a torn
anterior cruciate ligament injury was a solid performance last Saturdayagainst Marietta,a 63-4 7 vicsustained in the off season.
"I was having a pretty f rustrat- tory. john Carroll (l 0-6, 7-3) shot
ingcomeback,"Cudgelsaid. 4Play- only 41 percent for the game but
ing basketball] started to seem like held the Pioneers (6-lO, 2-8) to 38
a chore to me again," he added, percent shooti ng as they snapped
much like it had become at Kent a two game losing streak. The two
State UniversitywhereCudgelat- previous losses were charactenzed
tended and played basketball be- by poor shot selection by the team,
fore transferring to JCU last year. something they improved on
"There's a lot of guys on the against Marietta.
"We haven't hit a lot of perimteam who want to win and ldon't
want to take away from that," he etershorsand maybe that's because
we're rushing them." Moran said.
added.
Cudgel also noted, however, "The last game (against Marietta)
that he gained many friendships we did some things differently to
and learned much from Moran slow things down ."
Center Artie Taylor, a 6'-7' freshwhile playing for the Blue Streaks.
"Last year he was such an inte- man from Ind ianapoli s, who
gral part[of the team] and coming played a season high 19 minutes
back from an injury is a long pro- and scored a season and career high
of 12 points, was a pleasant surcess," Moran said.
Moran also said Cudgel is car- prise off the bench.
"We worked on getting the ball
rying more than a full class load,
and will probably graduate next inside a little more this week," TayfalL This played a role in his deci- lor said, "We didn't play as well las
we would have liked ] again st
sion to leave the team , as well.

,
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Sophomore guard David Pfundstein dnves the lane for two
against Marietta, last Saturday when the Blue Streaks defeated
the Pioneers at the Don Shula Sports Center.
Heidelberg and Ohio Northern."
Last nigh t, the Blue Streaks
"Of our big men , he [Taylor] hosted their playoff nemests
might be ath letically, the best Heidelberg. The Student Princes
with his foot speed," Moran said. have knockedJCU from the OAC
"The nice thing is he's only going tournament the past nvo years
to get stronger and more confiThe Blue Streaks will travel to
dent astheseason and his years m Otterbein for a 7:30p.m game Satcollege go on"
urday night.

runners

Women victorious
against Pioneers
Jonathan Kase

Streaks
of the
Week

.

.
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Staff Reporter

For some sports teams, a long
road trip corresponds with losing.
But for this season's Blue Streak s,
the road has been kind. This past
Saturday, the Streaks upped their
Ohio Athletic Conference road
record to 3-1 with a 56-45 vic tory
over the Marietta Pioneers. Carroll
took to their longest con ference
road trip on the heels of two consecutive losses. It was the first time
this season thatJCU had lost backto-backgames,a nd they faced the
Pioneers, at the time tied with Carroll for third in the OAC, on their
own homestead. Despite the long
ride to southern Ohio, the Blue
Streaks came out aggressively.
They led 32-18 at the ha lf, and
harassed the Pioneers to a total of
27 turnovers for the game.
Senior Sue Zidanic led Carroll
on the boards, snaring 13 rebounds.
"We came right out and played really tough defense. We'd get a steal
and pass it upon the fast breakfor
openshots."Shecontinued, "Comingin from the long trip,we played
verywellas a team in thefirsthalf.
And coming off the previ.ous two

losses, we had to refocus."
The Blue Streaks refocused behind a trio of scorers in double
figures. Bridgette Moran led the
way with 12 points, and Bridget
Jordan and Zidanic foll owed with
ll and lO respectively. However,
the second half wasn't without
excitement.
The Pioneers managed to inch
back into the gamed ue to Carroll's
struggles at thefoulline.jCU made
onl y 4 of 10 char ity shots as
Marietta made its second half run.
Carroll, though, held on and came
away with sole possession of third
place in theOACstandings.
Zidanic attributed the win to
teamwork and looked ahead. "We
all push each other, and we needed
that win to get us going strong for
the last thi rd of the seaso n."
The last th ird started with another road game - this tim e at
Heide lbe rg on Tuesday. The
St reaks, faci ng the league's leading rebounder in Vicki Mahl (12.1
rpg).
Next up for John Carroll is
Otte rbein. Game rime is this Saturday at 3 p.m. in the Don Shula
Sports Center.

The Sports section of the CN
is looking for experienced
writers and photographers.
Please call us at 397-4479.

Jude Kllly
Assistant Sports Editor

Jeff Walker
Sports Edit or

Shotputs will not be the only
thing flying this weekend at the
opening meet of John Carroll's indoor track teams- spirits will be
up there as well. The anticipation
with which both the men 's and
women's track teams are preparing for the Sparky
Adams Invitational meet is
at a new level
that has come
about due to
some new
faces and
atti tud es.
T h e
youth and talent that has come
from freshman runners hasgivena new vitality to bot h teams rhat has nor
been seen in the recent past. A lot
of this has to do with the fact that
there is noindoorfacilityi n which
the team can train during the
harsh weather of the winter
months. This tended to affect the
morale as well as the preparedness of the teams in the past.
"I thmk the team is anxious to
make amends for last year," said
Head Men 's Coach Don Stupica.
"We are a young ream with only
th ree seniors between the men's
and women's teams, but there is
plenty of enthusiasm and optimism to make up for it"
With theadditionof these new
runners, some of the pressure is
taken off of the outstanding performers to do well in several differentevenrs. This will benefit the
likes of sophomore Thea Cansler,

who has performed in as many as
four different events in one meet.
With possible tendonitis in her
knees,shewilllook tot he younger
folk to take over in the jumping
events.
"Iam rea ll yexcited for this meet
because this is the best team we
have had in a long
time," she said.
Hopefully fo r
the Streaks, the
"best"will be good
enough against
tough conference
rivals such as
Baldwin-Wallace,
Mount Union and Ohio
Northern . I lowever, with
such stand outs as sprinters
Mike Olson and Jan
Johnstone and jumper Jason
Neal for the men, this should
not be a problem. And fo r the
women, with sprinter/jumper
Cansler and distance runners
Danielle Sluga and Amy Fenske,
anything seems possible.
With their newfound depth, returning talent and a great overall
attitude, these two teams will only
be limited by their spirit to rise to
the occasion.
"If we stay healthy, these teams
will do well if they resolve to do
so," said Women's Head Coach
Grove Jewett "T here is a good
nucl eus of new runners that(both
teams) will be able to draw from."
The Sparky Adams lnvitational, at B-W on Friday at 6 p.m.,
is the first of only seven meets in
which the team wi II have a chance
to prove itself before the OAC
Championships in the first week
of March.

Even though john Carroll's
men's and women's swimming
teams have never lost the Ohio
Athletic Conference Championship, they keep an eye over their
shoulder just in case.
Both reams have won five consecutive OAC sw imming crowns
- one every year since joining the
conference.
Both teams have well decorated leaders, like the men's captain,andsenior,Jim Petkunaswho
has won the team's Most Va luable
Swimmer award the past three
seasons. Or sophomore diver
Frank D'Angelo, whoqualified for
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division lll Championships for the second consecutive year by amassing 272 .10
points in the 1-mererdivingcompetition against Hiram onjan. 18.
(D'Angelo was an Honorable Mention All-American last season on
both the 1 and 3-meter boards.)
Or one of the women's captains,
senior Ashley Maurer, who won
the women's MVP her freshman
and sophomore seasons.
Both team's coach, Matt
Lenhart, doesn't want his squads
to take their tradition or history
for granted, even if they just defeated league foes Ohio Northern
(men, 69-43; women, 73-41) and
Moun t Union (me n, 66-46;
women 65-48) last Saturday in
Ada, Ohio.
"l think we are better than the
other teams in the conference,"
Lenhart said, "but, we sull have to
swimandtimeeverybodyjust the
same (at the OAC championships).. Winning the conference
(so manytimes)is nice, but it'snot
really something we dwell on a
whole lot."

The Blue Streaks do dwell on whole team."
According to Petk unas and
their depth. Afterall, it's part of
that motor that helps propel them Lenhart, one part of the "team" is
the often overshadowed sophotoward the top each season.
"Our thing that gets us going is more jay Do nato. Although
Donato has shaved several seconds
our depth ," Lenhart said.
Maurer also cited "depth and off ofhistime,hehappenstoswim
strength" as the keys to Carroll's the backstroke,thesamestroke sesuperior water slicing ability. This nior captain Er ic Rappswims.
Pe tkun as mentioned several
depth comes from the sheer number of people the swim team has. other's, like juniors Rich FarkasPeople likef resh man Pam Jimison
are exactly what
Lenhart and Maurer
"We could win OACs
are talking about.
Jimison, also a volwithout our top people,
leyball player, was
referred to by
but we couldn't win it
Lenhart as a 'pleasant surprise. ' She
without everyone
was one of the top
place
winners
competing. We need
againstOhioNorthern and Mount
the whole team."
Union, pacing the
100-yard backstroke in 1:05.37.
Jim Petkunas
Freshman Kara
Newmeyer is anether swimmer adding to the who swims with him, Rapp and
women'sdepth.She is a quarter of Jeff Juergens in the 400-yard
the 200-yard freestyle relay which freestyle relay - and David Toth
led the pack against the Polar Bears (frecstyler), as integral to the
and Purple Raiders, fims hing in a team's depth.
Pctkunas himself led place
time of l:50.l9. Maurer, juniors
Laura Gerken and Peggy Dempsey, winners in the 100-yard butterfly
make up the rest of the relay team. with a time of 55:83.
The victories move john CarDempsey also captured the 200roll (3-0 1n OAC)one step closer to
freestyle in 2:03.21 the same day
Individually, Maurer won the another undefeated OAC conferswimm1ng
and
500-yard rreestyle and the l,000- ence
yard freestyle in 5:3413 and divingchampionship season.
Both team travel to Oberlin
11:34 72, respeC!ively.
Petkunas doesn't let the team tomorrow and then return home
on Jan. 28 to take on Baldwinconcept fail him cit her.
·we could wm OAC's wtthout Wallace at l p.m.
Ohio Athletic Conference
our top people," Petkunas said,
"but we couldn't win it without Championships will be held Feb.
everyone competing. We need the 17-19 at john CarrolL
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Rituals:

Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter

As the john Carroll football
team made their way to the bench
after its pre-game introductions,
rna ny of those players looked for
the most important person on the
field. That person was not their
position coach, but one of the
trainers, Dan Provenzano.
Provenzano's job is simply to add
eye black to players, regardless if
the sun isshiningor not. The players will only let him do it. For
them, "Provo's" simple ritual provides the players with good luck.
If thatstoryseemsstrange,then
read on, because it is one of the
most common occurrences of athletes, that of having a certain superstition or good luck charm.
Players, coaches, sometimes even
the trainers and managers, have
some form of superstitionorritual
that they must perform before they
feel comfortable enough for the
game to begin.
As a team, the most superstitious group of athletes might be
from women's volleyball. For instance, after their first round victory over Ohio Northern m the
NCAA playoffs, each person who
rode the bus had to sit in the same
spot for the ride to Juniata for the
second round the next week
Throughout the season, they
would only chew blue, Wrigley
Spearmint Bubble Gum; most of
the players warm-up with the
same person for every game and
practice, each with their own desi nate spo
th floor;and each
person has to sit in the same seat
on the bench to start a game.
Even the coaches have their
own superstitions.
Head Volleyball Coach
Gretchen Weitbrechthas not worn
the same pair of shoes that she did
in a loss to Mount Union early in
the season; she will stay with a

Scrunchies, socks
and spearmint gum

certain outfit if her team is win ning. In softball, she will tell the
sa me joke before every game.
Assistant Coach Jerry
Schweickert had a lucky green
Minnesota Timberwolves shirt
that the volleyball team has never
lost when he is wearing it. Fortwo
and a half years, Schweickert had
a bent pen that became the
coaches good luck charm. Incidentally, the pen was lost prior to
the tournament game against
juniata, which the Blue Streaks
lost. Could the pen have had something to do with the loss?
Football players are superstitious too. For most, an article of
clothing is their good luck charm.
Jim Rosko will wear the same two
pairs of socks for every game; Lou
Vitantonio always wears a BMW
tee-shirt under his shoulder pads
in memory of hisfriend,StuZa lud,
who died last year; Chad Rankin
will wear his Penn State boxer
shorts. lf you ask them why they
do it, they will probably just say
that they always have. But others
have a reason for what they do.
Junior golfer Brian Unk will
never use a golf ball with the number fouron it, since he never wants
to hit the ball more than four
times.JuniorDaveCaldwell wears
a finger rosary on his shoulder
pads so he feels protected during
the game. SueZidanic has a lucky
scrunchiefor her hair that she will
only wear for games. Whatever
the reason they do it, it becomes
almost as big a part of the game as
th am it lf.
Of the 56 john Carroll athletes
and coaches interviewed for this
article, only six said they do not
believe in or have a ritual or superstition.
"I used to have some superstitions," said sophomore J.].
Richardson of the men's basketball team, "but I stopped [using

them I when they didn't work."
So why then are they so important to the way an athlete performs
ina game?
"It gives the athlete a little bit of
control," Weitbrecht said. "It gives
them a certain percentage of confidence that on! y they possess."
While athletes and coaches
seem to control what happens in
the game, others try to help. Sometimes, the managers and trainers
have their own superstitions
which they feel help the team towards success.
Assistant Equipment Manager
Tim Gallo wil1 put the same towels on the nets for every volleyball
game. "Lt's the only sport that Ireally have a superstition for," he said.
The trainers have as much to do
with the mental health of the players as they do the physical health.
"Particularly in football, certain
players wH!onlyallowoneof us to
tape them," Head Trainer Don
McPhillips said. "Matt Warnement,
for example, will only let me tape
him, but makes Jamie (Hurley)
stretch his neck."
The game that goes on within
the athlete's mind is a strange yet
unique way to look at why certain
things are done.
One could look at the reasons
why wrestler Matt Collucci will
not let himself be taped before any
match . Some might think he
doesn't want his opponent to know
his weakness. Yet it is morefor himself, so that he can feel free and
unrestricted to move.
For h m,ith l
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Sheets boosts
grapplers to win
Matt Durbin

The Streaks were also aided
by an unusual set of circumIt was every heavyweight stances in the 134-pound match
wrestler's dream - and night- as sophomore David Jones and
mare.
Ashland'sRonLavenderweredisThe John Carroll wrestling qualified after a shoving match
team was trailing Ashland 13- occurred. The disqualification
1.2withone boUt remaining, and camewithJonestrailing 16-3and
the entire. weight of victory cost the Eagles the match.
rested on senior heavyweight
The grapplers hope to conAaron Sheets' shoulders.
tinue their winning ways and
For Sheets, it was all too fa- capture a fifth consecutive Ohio
miliar. just a fortnight ago, he Athletic Conference team title at
had been in an identical situa- the OAC duals this weekend at
tion, and lost against Mount Ohio University in Ada, Ohio.
Union, giving the Purple Raid- JCU will be aided by the return of
ers a 16-15 victory: However, su- national qualifier Jason Kessen
periorconditioningandanearly (150 pounds) who is expected to
takedown proved to be th.e de- see some action after being sideciding factor as Sheets handled lined for most of the season with
Ashland's mammoth heavy- a wrist injury.
weight,Mark Rose, winning+ 2.
However, the Blue Streak
Sheets' victory, combined matmen may be without the serwith wins byjunior Andy Worst vices of their lone returning All(167 pounds) and senior Rob American Matt Collucci, as the
Bartos(l77pounds),enabledthe standout 126 pounder Is quesStreakstosqueakouta 15·13vic- tionable with bruised ribs.
toryovenhe 11th ranked Eagles.
Volkmann's career 29-l dual
"Before the match, I was a meet record versus OAC schools
little nervous," Sheets said, "But, will be challenged as both Ohio
1try not to think too much, 1just Northern and Mount Union( who
go out and do it. 1 knew that 1 defeated JCU 16-15 at the Diviwasingreatshape,and !wanted sion Ul National Duals Champito wear him out Conditioning onship january 14) have at least
was definitely the key.•
two retUnling All-Americans in
"Aaron wrestled his best their lineups.
match atjCU," echoedJohn Car"ThematchwithAshlandwas
roll Head Coach Kerry good expertence versus a quality
Volkmann. "The heat was on and team. but we'll have our hands
Staff Reporter

Artie Taylor
Senior Sue Zidanic, the center on
the women's basketball team.
scored a season high 21 points
against Baldwin-Wallace. She
recorded 31 points, 18 rebounds,
six steals, five assists and a
blocked shot in a two-game span
last week.

Men's basketball loses guards Cudgel
and Fletcherfor "personal reasons"
Erik Boland

buc the enti re program."
Moran , who coached Fletcher
After last year 's relatively at Villa-Angela St joseph High
smooth ride toaconferencecham- School, called the decision to dispionshlp, the men's basketball miss Fletcher the toughest he's had
team is encountering a tougher to make. "I've been in a depression
trip this season with two players for two days," Moran said.
leaving the program for what Head
Fletcher had no comment on
Coach Mike Moran called "per- the situation.
sonal reasons."
Cudgellefton hisown,accordBronson Cudgel, who started ing to Moran, and was frustrated
all 26 games for lasi year's team, after coming back from a torn
and London Fletcher, a 6-l Divi- anterior cruciare I igament injury
sion I transfer from St Francis, PA, sustained in the off season.
are the departing players.Fletcher
"I was having a pretty frustratjoined the team just before the Dec. ingcomeback,"Cudgelsaid "[Play17 game vs. Baldwin-Wallace and ing basketball] started to seem like
suited up for the Dec. l9 game at a chore to me again," he added,
Capital.
much like it had become at Kent
In the Capital game, Fletcher State Uni versitywhereCudgelatdominated with 8 points and 5 tended and played basketball beassists and also played well in the fore transferring to JCU last year.
Albion College Optimist Tourna"There's a lot of guys on the
ment in Michigan. However, the team who want to win and I don't
last two weeks have been a struggle want to take away from that," he
for Fletcher, who shot 23 percent added.
combined in games at Heidelberg
Cudgel also noted, however,
and at home vs. Ohio Northern that he gained many friendships
and Marietta. What bothered and learned much from Moran
Moran wasn't so much the poor while playing for the Blue Streaks.
shootmg, but Fletcher's on court
"Last year he was such an intereaction to it
gral part [of the team] and coming
"He'sa very competitive kid and back from an injur y is a long prowhen he gets angry it kind of over- cess," Moran said.
whelms him," Moran said."It takes
Moran also said Cudgel is carhim out of his game and it acts as rying more than a full class load,
a deterrent for him. Its very im- and will probably graduate next
portant to me how people perceive fall. This played a role in his decius not only as players and coac hes sion to leave the team, as well.
Staff Reporter

Against Marietta, the freshman
basketball player came off the
bench to chip in for 12 points- a
career best, and six rebounds. He
was part of the Blue Streak bench
barrage that outscored the
Pioneers' bench 38-15 and outrebounded them a whopping 19-2.

By losing two capable guards,
the pressure nowswingstoguards
Joey Bigler,jamie Carpenter, Ryan
Tyson, and freshmarr james
Hatcher to fill rhe void left by the
departing players. "Everybody has
to step up a little bit more and the
players realize that," Moran said.
"They realize there's more opportunity to play and that makes
practices a little livelier."
Lost in the off the coun action
was a sol1d performance last Saturday against Marietta, a 63-4 7 victory. John Carroll (l0-6. 7-3) shot
only 41 percent for the game but
held the Pioneers (6-lO, 2-8) to 38
percent shooting as they snapped
a two game losing streak. The two
previous losses were characterized
by poor shot selection by the team,
something they improved on
against Marietta.
"We haven't hH a lot of perimetershotsand maybe that's because
we're rushing them," Moran said.
"The last game (against Marietta)
we did some things differently to
slow things down."
Center Artie Taylor, a 6'-7' freshman fr om Indianapolis, who
played a season high 19 minutes
and scored a season and career high
of 12 points, was a pleasant surprise off the bench.
"We worked on getting the ball
inside a little more thts week," Taylor said, "We didn't play as well las
we would have liked] against

•

,

•

Su-ssy lLirr

Sophomore guard Dav1d Pfundste1n dnves the lane for two
against Marietta, last Saturday when the Blue Streaks defeated
the Pioneers at the Don Shula Sports Center.
Heidelberg and Ohio Northern."
Last night, the Blue Streaks
"Of our big men, he [Taylor) hosted their playoff nemesis
m1ght be athletically, the best Heidelberg. The Student Princes
with his foot speed," Moran said. have knockedJCU from the OAC
"The nice thing is he's only going tournament the past two years
to get stronger and more confiThe Blue Streaks will travel to
dentastheseason and his years in Otterbein for a 7:30 p.m.gameSatcollege go on."
urday ni ght.

runners

Women victorious
against Pioneers
losses, we had to refocus."
Staff Reporter
The Blue Streaks refocused beFor some sports teams, a long hind a trio of scorers in double
road trip corresponds with losing. figures. Bridgette Moran led the
But for this season's Blue Streaks, way with 12 points, and Bridget
the road has been kind. This past jordan and Zidanic followed with
Saturday, the Streaks upped their ll and lO respectively. However,
Ohio Athletic Conference road the second half wasn't without
record to 3-1 with a 56-45 victory excitement.
The Pioneers managed to inch
over the Marietta Pioneers. Carroll
took to their longest conference back into the gamed ue to Carroll's
road trip on the heels of two con- struggles at thefoulline.]CU made
secutive losses. It was the first time only 4 o[ lO charity shots as
this season thatjCU had lost back- Marietta made its second half run.
to-backgames,and they faced the Carroll, though, held on and came
Pioneers, at the time tied with Car- away with sole possession of third
roll for third in the OAC. on their place in the OAC standings.
Zidanic attributed the win to
own homestead. Despite the long
ride to southern Ohio, the Blue teamwork and looked ahead. "We
Streaks came out aggressively. all pusheachother,and we needed
They led 32-18 at the half, and that win to get us going strong for
harassed the Pioneers to a total of the last th ird of the season."
The last third started with an27 turnovers for the game.
Senior Sue Zidanic led Carroll other road game - this time at
on the boards,snaringl3rebounds. Heidelberg on Tuesday. The
"We came right out and played re- Streaks, facing the league's leadally tough defense. We'dgeta steal ing rebounder in Vicki Mahl (12.1
and pass it up on the fast break for rpg).
ex t up for john Ca rroll is
open shots."She continued, "Comingin from the long trip, we played Otterbein. Game time is this Satvery well as a team in thefirst half. urday at 3 p.m. in the Don Shula
And coming off the previous two Sports Center.

Jonathan Kase

Streaks
of the
Week

13

Blue Streaks top Marietta, 63-47

h mto

thatoneof the variables that make
them comfortable will be in place.
Superstitions and rituals are as
much a part of the game as the
National Anthem. Whether it's a
lucky shirt or a special silent
prayer, it is things like these that
make sports just a little more special.

SPORTS
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The Sports section of the CN
is looking for experienced
writers and photographers.
Please call us at 397-4479.

Jude Kllly
Assistant Sports Editor

Jeff Walker
Sports Editor

Shotputs will not be the only
thing flying this weekend at the
opening meet of john Carroll's indoor track teams- spirits will be
up there as well. The anticipation
with which born the men's and
women's track teams are preparing for the Sparky
Adams Invitational meet is
at a new level
thathascome
about due to
some new
faces and
attitudes.
T h e
youth and talent that has come
from freshman runners hasgivena new vitality to both teams that has not
been seen in the recent past. A lot
of this has to do with the fact that
there is no indoorfacili tyin which
the team can train during the
harsh weather of the winter
months. This tended to affect the
morale as well as the preparednessof the teams in the past.
"I think the team is anxious to
make amends for last year," said
Head Men 's Coach Don Stupica.
"We are a young team with only
three seniors between the men's
and women's teams, but there is
plenty of enthusiasm and optimism ro make up for it."
W1th the add1t1on of these new
runners, some of the pressure is
taken off of rhe outstanding performers to do well in several differentevents. This will benefit the
likes of sophomore Thea Consler,

who has performed in as many as
four different events in one meet.
With possible tendonitis in her
knees,shewilllook to the younger
folk to take over in the jumping
events.
"Jam reallyexcited for this meet
because this is the best team we
have had in a long
time," she said.
Hopefully for
the Streaks, the
"best" will be good
enough against
tough conference
rivals such as
Baldwin-Wallace,
Mount Union and Ohio
Northern. However, with
such stand outs as sprinters
Mike Olson and Ian
Johnstone and jumper jason
Neal for the men, this should
not be a problem. And for the
women, with sprinter/jumper
Consler and distance runners
Danielle Sluga and Amy Fenske,
anything seems possible.
With their newfound depth, returning talent and a great overall
attitude, these two teams will only
be limited by their spirit to rise to
the occasion.
"If we stay healthy, these teams
will do well if they resolve to do
so," said Women's Head Coach
Grove Jewett. "There is a good
nucleus of new runners that(both
teams) will be able to draw [rom."
The Sparky Adams Invitational, at B-W on Friday at 6 p.m.,
is the first of only seven meets in
which the team will have a chance
to prove itself before the OAC
Championships in the first week
of March.

Even though john Carroll's
men's and women's swimming
teams have never lost the Ohio
Athletic Con(erence Championship, they keep an eye over their
shoulder just in case.
Both teams have won five consecutive OAC swimming crowns
-one every year since joining the
conference.
Both teams have well decorated leaders, like the men's captain,andsenior,Jim Petkunas who
has won the team's Most Valuable
Swimmer award the past three
seasons_ Or sophomore diver
Frank D'Angelo, whoqualified for
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association Division III Championships for the second consecutive year by amassing 272 .10
pomts in the l-meterdivingcompetition against Hiram on Jan. l8
(D'Angelowasa n Honorable Mention All-American last season on
both the 1 and 3-meter boards.)
Or one of the women's captains,
senior Ashley Maurer, who won
the women's MVP her freshman
and sophomore seasons.
Both team's coach, Matt
Lenhart, doesn't want his squads
to take their tradition or history
for granted, even if they just defeated league foes Ohio Northern
{men, 69-43; women, 73-41) and
Mount Union (men, 66-46,
women 65-48) last Saturday in
Ada, Ohio.
"I think we are better than the
other teams in the conference,"
Lenhartsaid , "but, we still have to
swim and timeeverybodyjust the
same (at the OAC championships) ... Winning the conference
(so many times) is nice, but it's not
really something we dwell on a
whole lot."

The Blue Streaks do dwell on whole team"
Accordmg to Petkunas and
their depth. Afterall, it's pan of
that motor that helps propel them Lenhart, one part of the "team" is
the often overshadowed sophotoward the top each season.
"Our thing that gets us going is more Jay Donato. Although
Donato hasshaved several seconds
our depth," Lenhart said.
Maurer also cited "depth and off of his time, he happens to swim
strength" as the keys to Carroll's the backstroke, the same stroke sesuperior water slicing ability.This nior captain Eric Rapp swims.
Petkunas mentioned several
depth comes from the sheer number of people the swim team has. other's, like juniors Rich FarkasPeople like freshman Pam Jimison
are exactly what
Lenhartand Maurer
~~we could win OACs
are talking about.
Jimison, also a volwithout our top people,
leyball player, was
referred to by
but we couldn't win it
Lenhart as a 'pleasant surprise_ ' She
without everyone
was one of the top
place
winners
competing. We need
againstOhioNonhern and Mount
the whole team."
Union, pacing the
100-ya rd backstroke in 1:05.37.
Jim Petkunas
Freshman Kara
Newmeyer is another swimmer adding to the who swims with him, Rapp and
women's depth. She is a quarter of jeff Juergens in the 400-yard
the 200-yard frcestyle relay which freestyle relay - and David Toth
led the pack against the Polar Bears (freestyler). as integral to the
and Purple Raiders, finish ing in a team's depth.
Perkunas himself led place
time of 1:50.19. Maurer, juniors
Laura Gerken and Peggy Dempsey, winners in the 100-yard butterfly
make up the rest of the relay team. with a time of 55 83.
The vicrones move john CarDempsey also captured the 200roll (3-0m OAC)onestepcloser to
freesryle in 2:03.21 the same day
1ndividua11y, Maurer won the another undefeated OAC confersw1mming
and
500-yard freestyle and the 1,000- ence
yard freestyle in 5:34.13 and divingchamp1onslup season.
Both teams travel to Oberlin
11:34.72, respectlvelt
Petkunas doesn't let the team tomorrow and then return home
on jan. 28 to take on Baldwinconcept fail him either.
"We could wm OAC's without Wallace at l p.m.
Oh1o Athletic Conference
our top people ," Petkunas said,
"but we couldn't wm it without Championships will be held Feb.
everyone competing. We need the 17-19 at john Carroll.
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[ilommentary
Where are our heroes?
When 1 think about growing up, I think about how different things were in the '80s. I remember waking up early
on Saturday mornings and running downstairs. I'd assume
the position in front of the television set with my Frosted
Flakes and wait ever so patiently for The Superfriends to
come on.
What ever happened to all of the Superfriends?
Remember how Wonder Woman's greatest weapon of
defense was the 'lasso of Truth?" She used to capture
the bad guys and make them confess.
And who could forget the Wonder Tw1ns who cou a
transform themselves- the
girl into the animal and the boy
into a liquid? They battled evil
as an octopus and a popsicle
or as an eagle and a fire
extinguisher. And the bad guys
always fell.
Batman and Robin ran around
in tights saving Go them City
from notorious characters
such as Cat woman, The Riddler,
and of course The Joker. But
these characters take on a
whole new meaning with the
production of multi-million
dollar films and computer animation. Batman used to
battle the bad guys and the fight scenes were censored
by "socksH and "whams" and "pows." We never saw the
violence. It was left up to the imagination. All that was
important was that he ultimately triumphed over evil.
Remember how all of the Superfriends lived in the Hall of
Justice? They would do anything to preserve peace,
justice, and truth for society. And at the end of the
program they would remind us to brush our teeth, not to
talk to strangers, and to act compassionately toward our
siblings.
What has happened to all this innocence? It was enough
to believe that truth and justice would prevail.
But when I watch Saturday morning cartoons with my
little brother, David, I see sexual and violent overtones in
many of the shows. David seems enthralled by the
explosions and fast pace action. And maybe it's just me,
but from an older perspective, it's easy to detect the
sexual innuendoes. Call me crazy, but I don't remember
lust in Wonder Woman's eyes as she cruised the skies
looking for wrongdoing.
Have things gotten so bad that even our sense of what
makes a good hero has been radically distorted? Things
have gotten progressively worse since we were small
children. They found out that red M&M's caused cancer.
AIDs was detected and named. We finally realized that
the rainforests are coming down way too fast.
Growing up, we used to think our heroes were the greatest.! remember dressing up in underoos and running
around with wiffle ball bats and cardboard shields. We
were invincible. But then something changed. Where are
you, Superman?

~~~

.
The keys to safety
How many of you think you know what is going on in your residence halls?
Last Saturday night in Murphy Hall, the duty ring was taken from the hall's main office
sometime during the duty period. Since the duty ring contains keys to every door in the
residence hall, the safety issues involved in this theft are overwhelming. However, the duty
ring was returned; thus, Residence Life believes that this issue has been resolved.
A few safety issues have been overlooked here. First, it is unclear how long the ring was
missing, so we do not know how likely it is that the thief would have been able to make
copies of any of the keys. Secondly, there was a period of time where someone had access to
everything in Murphy Hall. How many of the residents knew that someone had a key to
their rooms at the time?
en quesnoned a om t rs Issue, es1dence 1 e refused to g1ve specific information ,
claiming that they were taking it to the University Hearing Board. They seemed unimpressed with the idea that this issue should even have been addressed.In fact, they portrayed
the whole incident as a 'non-issue."
If Residence Life continues to handle situations in this manner, then students are forced to
wonder what else is happening that Administrators think that we don't need to know.

SU repeats past nightmare
He who does not know history is doomed to repeat it. This seems to be becoming a trend
in the Student Union, and it is a problem. Once again, a great amount of money was spent to
get a band, the Clarks, to play on campus.
The $6,500 cost of this concert was astronomical, and unanticipated, and vaguely familiar
to those of us who are seniors. There was a similar fiasco involving the joe Piscopo concert
in 1992.
Although the problems were not exactly the same, one big issue at that time was last
minuteunanticipa~edcosts that theSU found itself undercontracttofulfill.Membersof the
SU claimed the exact same problem occurred with the Clarks situation. Because of the
ramifications of the mistakes made during the planning of the Piscopo event, there were no
attempts to plan concerts of much magnitude until this year. It is because of these same
mistakes that john Carroll is prevented from getting performers on a regular basis.
Bob Morris, of the Special Events Committee, stood before the student body and said that
anyone who wants to plan an event that involves obtaining a large amount of money from
the University should come see him, because he has learned his lesson. However, if the SU
follows their pattern and waits another three years before attempting to plan another
concert, Bob Morris and the others instrumental in planning the Clarks concert will have
graduated. Who will be around to stop the same mistakes from happening again?
Perhaps the SU should keep a record of events such as these, complete with explicit
guidelines telling future planners what to do and what not to do in organizing a successful
event. lt is unfair that the student body is forced to be without events because the SU can't
get their act together. It's time to pass this information on to£ uture students. Bob Morris has
learned his lesson, but what difference will that make in three years?
•
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The Living Will: Killing Grandpa, Morally

Olditorial

The Carroll News
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m1sses

Hit: The new paper recycling bins around the mailboxes. Miss: Have you been
covered with falling snow from The O'Malley Center roof? Great design huh? Hit:
First Light concert in the Wolf and Pot

Last year [ took Contemporary Moral Problems and
Moral Decision Making for my philosophy and religion
core classes. Friends joked that l needed more morality in
my life. While both classes were thought-provoking and
opened my eyes, [was often accused of making thefollowing "cop-out" argument: As humans, we can state our
moral stances with conviction, that is, until an incident
directly affects our lives and interferes with our plans. We
never know what we'll do until we're in the situation.
Grandpa fell and hit his head a few days before Christmas. He was rushed into brain surgery to remove a deadly
blood clot caused by the falL He fell into a coma before
Christmas and has been the same since.
Grandpa occasionally moved his foot, opened his eyes,
or yawned. We'd find some kind of optimism in these little
lower brainstem reactions. Some relatives would talk to
Grandpa - whisper in his ear and tell him what he was
missing. But the higher brain was the rea l question. After
a few tests, the doctors weren't so optimistic, and I remember that the euthanasia questions from class started popping into my head. What if he didn't come out of it?What
if he was hooked-up to a respirator and that was the only
thing keeping him alive? Fortunately. Grandpa came tO
breathe on his own, but we hadn't even reached the worst
part of our dilemma.
Only lOdaysafter the fall,myaunt pulled out Grandpa's
living will. Most of us didn't even know he had one. Some
didn't know there was such a thing. Grandma, Dad, my
aunt and uncle realized it was probably best to do what
Grandpa requested. He had been of sound mind when he
wrote it, and Grandpa was the staunchest, strictest Catholic I ever knew He had requested no life support, and he
didn't want to be kept alive with IV feed ings. The wishes
were extreme, but they were his wishes. His children followed them to the letter,lef t it in God's hands. and decided
to allow nature to take its course.
Nature is taking its course. Grandpa isstarvingtodeath.
ln many of those moral academic classes, the euthana siadebatesended when people said the living will was the
so ·
everything. If there was a living will, everyt ing was somehow better because there was no debate on
what was best ,and you weren't forced to make decisions for
a person who couldn't speak his mind . Gra ndpa made
but in this particular situation, it somehow seemed worse.
While still at home over break,l hid the fact that I was

uncomfortable with carrying out Grandpa's decision. One
relative consulted with religious people on the morality of
the situation; she read the Catechism and concluded we
were close to euthanasia. Another wanted to avoid a family
argument which would upset Grandma, who was already
confused and trying to do what was best. I completely
understood that Grandpa didn't want to remain in a vegetative state for years, only being kept alive by intravenous
feeding. He didn't want his family to go through that.
However, when l left Pittsburgh to return to JCU last
week ,Grandpa was on his ninth or tenth day without food.
He was in the "Continuing Care" Center, the greatest paradox in the hospital, where a person is left to die, with no
doctors required to visit, no tests scheduled to be run , and
no continuing care. I left a hospital room where relanves
stood by and watched a man lose weight daily. Grandpa
wouldgroa nand twist as theysuctioned the fluid out of his
lungs hourly. Grandma's face would contort as she asked
us, "Do you think he's in any pain?,' only to get a quick,
negative shake of the head from sons and daughters who
then returned their gaze to the floor. I lef r Pittsburgh w ith
comments like "You'll be com ing home soon" and "You'll
have rime when you're home next week to sing for the

What's the point in working together?
Mary AM8 Soltis
Forum Editor

Cooperation.
From Sesame Street to the kindergarten classroom,
youngsters are exposed to this message constantly.
Work together with one another and you will be able to

accomplishgreat thil1gs.
Over and over, adults tell children about the benefits of
working with their peers, friends and foes, to learn new
things, to build complicated structures, to mature in rela tionships, to change their surroundings, to make the world
a more pleasant and better place. Or is this the message
they really want to get across?
Most iJeople inourculture wouldsaythatcooperation is
a great way to accomplish tasks, especially large ones.
However, when it comes to the specific occasion for which
cooperation is in order, they back away with cries of individual rights and freedom. ls it possi ble to h ave it am
the knowledge or skill thatsheorhecan toacommongoa,
is that the individual doesn't immediately receive the ben-

letters to the editor
Student urges careful consideration In
making music selections to benefit
Rock for Choice
To the Editor:
Do you know where your money is going7 Money spent
on CDs and concerts? Perhaps you should.
A new wave has begun to hit today's music groups: a
political interest in abortion. The organization is called
Rock for Choice and was founded in support of safe and
legal abortion.
Started inl99l by the band L-7, Rock [or Choice's October concert, consisting of groups Nirvana, Hole, Sister
Double Happiness and L-7 themselves, raised close to
$15,000 for the pro-choice movement.
RollingStone 's October 6, 1994 issue quoted the movement as bringing in $150,000 since its beginning. The
money raised is used for clinic defense (bulletproof vests,
surveillance equipment) and to fight parental consent legislation and the Hyde Amendment. The organization has
sent more than15,000 pro-choice petitions and registered
2,500 new voters.
Let the question be repeated. Do you know where your
money is going? To Donita Sparks of L-7,the answer was
easy:"That was a good way to get more people involved, and
if they didn't want to get involved , we at least had their
money." Dotheyhaveyourmoney? Doesthisorganization
use your money to aid the Feminist Majority in itsquestfor
abortion rights? Are you allowing your money to aid in the
killing of the unborn? Don 't be a part of the problem; be
pan of the solution.
The following is a list of Rock for Choice bands. Please
keep this in mind when listening to and purchasing music.
B-52's
Beastie Boys
Bikini Kill
Bongwater
Casey Scott
Cervanka
D-Generation
David Byrne
Firehouse
Fluid
Fugazi
Hole
Green Apple Quick Step
lggy Pop
joanjett
L-7
Laurie Anderson
Lovemongers
Lunac hiks
Mary's Danish
Mudhoney
Mimstry
Nirvana
Pearljam

funeral." They are now waiting for him to starve to death,
expecting it to have been over long ago, but Grandpa's now
in his second week without food and his heart is stronger
than ever. He's just thinner.
Living wills are always referred to as the best answer,
the easiest way to be certain in the euthanasia debate. But
living wills are often only pacifiers- tools which help us
to erase our guilt, block our conscience, and convince ourselves that we're not killing anyone. We shake our heads
when others raise their eyebrows. ~esaythatwe're simply
following his wishes, and there£ore everything is alright.
Grandpa was never given a chance to recover before his
wishes were implemented. Our society is qutck to turn its
back on the elderly. viewing the recovery as a lost cause.
How was a man under such heavy sedanon expected to
comeoutof this coma in one week? Instead his wishes were
implemented immediately and the wait for death began.
As I stated before, it all depends on the situation, and
mine in no way reflects the morality of all euthanasia
situations. But in this case, a family will gather at a good,
Catholic funeral in a few days, or weeks maybe, and we'll
use that living will to convince ourselves that we did the
correct, moral thing.

Rage Against the Machine
R.E.M.
Salt and Peppa
7 Year Bitch
Sister Double Happiness
10,000 Maniacs
Yo-Yo

Red Hot Chili Peppers
Resistance
Screaming Trees
Soul Asylum
Soundgarden
Toshi Reagan

jennifer Schwartz
Class of 1998

SIFE expresses gratitude for efforts In
Book lnfonnatlon Exchange
To the Editor:
l would like to express Students in Free
Enterprise's sincere gratitude to Information
Services for their expertise in writing the Book
[nformation Exchange program, which is on
the Student Information System (where students can obtain their grades). lam particularly thankful to Adrienne johnson and Don
Grazko for their guidance and expertise in setting-up the system. Without their cooperation
our Book Information Exchange would not have
run smoothly.
In addition,! would like tO thank all of the
administrators who assisted in our project , and
the students who submitted books to be in our
database and used the system. I hope all of you
found it helpful.
Thank you again to all involved.
Molly S. Zinkand
Co-Founder, Students ln Free Enterprise
The Carroll News welcomes letters to the

editor. as it is our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the newspaper. the
campus. or ltfe m general. We ask that
letters be submitted by 12 p.m. Monday. in
the Carroll News office, to be eligible for
publication. We reserve the right to edit
letters for clarity or space considerations.
Letters must be signed and accompanied
by your phone number.

efits of his / her labors. If one is looking out for his or her
individual rights, it isdifficuh forth is person to see past the
nearfuture. The opportunity to look to a better futurefor
all, which requires everyone to sacrifice material rewards
now, is seldom seized. Many are busy seizing the day for
themselves and not concerned w ith anyone else, or the
ruture of the generations to come.
We tell our children to cooperate, but we seldom practice cooperation ourselves, caught up in the projects of
capitalism and getting what we can for ourselves and loved
ones. In schools, teachers using cooperative education
instead of ability grouping meet resistance from parents
who don't want their children "penalized" by the "slow,
stupid kids." In California, voters want their tax money for
themselves and are unwilling to help illegal immigrants
obtain medical and educational care. Noone wants to look
down the road and see w hat is going on in this count ry.
The [act o[ the ma tter is no one wants to work together.
what will be most beneficial in the future. y not lng
willing to work together, we are ultimately hurting ourselves. By not letting our children learn to work With
people of different abilities and talents, we are merely perpetuating this trend. We are telling them one thing and
then showing them another. By not giving immigrants the
opportunity to becomehealthy,educated members of society who can contribute to it, we may end up hurting ourselves by creating a class of citizens who are poor, sick and
engaging in criminal activities. Eventually our tax. dollars
will be put i.ntojailsand other institutions to deal with the
people whose lives have been damaged
We have lost our ability to think We have become so
wrapped up in our everyday lives, we've forgotten the future. If we want to sustain a strong, competitive country,
we must be willing to take a few losses now and then, in
order to create a bright future for ourselves and those who
need our help now to succeed later.
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[lommentary
Where are our heroes?

-

When I think about growing up, I think about how different things were in the '80s. I remember waking up early
on Saturday mornings and running downstairs. I'd assume
the position in front of the television set with my Frosted
Flakes and wait ever so patiently for The Superfriends to
come on.
What ever happened to all of the Superfriends?
Remember how Wonder Woman's greatest weapon of
defense was the 'lasso of Truth?" She used to capture
the bad guys and make them confess.
And who could forget the Wonder Twins who coulo
transform themselves - the
girl into the animal and the boy
into a liquid? They battled evil
as an octopus and a popsicle
or as an eagle and a fire
extinguisher. And the bad guys
always fell.
Batman and Robin ran around
in tights saving Gothem City
from notorious characters
such as Catwoman, The Riddler,
and of course The Joker. But
these characters take on a
whole new meaning with the
Editor
production of multi-million
dollar films and computer animation. Batman used to
battle the bad guys and the fight scenes were censored
by usocks" and "whams" and upows." We never saw the
violence.lt was left up to the imagination. All that was
important was that he ultimately triumphed over evil.
Remember how all of the Superfriends lived in the Hall of
Justice? They would do anything to preserve peace,
justice, and truth for society. And at the end of the
program they would remind us to brush our teeth, not to
talk to strangers, and to act compassionately toward our
siblings.
What has happened to all this innocence? It was enough
to believe that truth and justice would prevail.
But when l watch Saturday morning cartoons with my
little brother, David, I see sexual and violent overtones in
many of the shows. David seems enthralled by the
explosions and fast pace action. And maybe it's just me,
but from an older perspective, it's easy to detect the
sexual innuendoes. Call me crazy, but I don't remember
lust in Wonder Woman's eyes as she cruised the skies
looking for wrongdoing.
Have things gotten so bad that even our sense of what
makes a good hero has been radically distorted? Things
have gotten progressively worse since we were small
children. They found out that red M&M's caused cancer.
AIDs was detected and named. We finally realized that
the rainforests are coming down way too fast.
Growing up, we used to think our heroes were the greatest. I remember dressing up in underoos and running
around with wiffle ball bats and cardboard shields. We
were invincible. But then something changed. Where are
you, Superman?

~~~

The keys to safety
How many of you think you know what is going on in your residence halls?
Last Saturday night in Murphy Hall, the duty ring was taken from the hall's main office
sometime during the duty period. Since the duty ring contains keys to every door in the
residence hall, the safety issues involved in this theft are overwhelming. However, the duty
ring was returned; thus, Residence Life believes that this issue has been resolved.
A few safety issues have been overlooked here. First, it is unclear how long the ring was
missing, so we do not know how likely it is that the thief would have been able to make
copies of any of the keys. Secondly, there was a period of time where someone had access to
everything in Murphy Hall. How many of the residents knew that someone had a key to
their rooms at the time?
en quesn one a out ili1s Issue, estdence ife refuse to gi ve specific infom1ation ,
claiming that they were taking it to the University Hearing Board. They seemed unimpressed with the idea that this issue should even have been addressed. In fact, they portrayed
the whole incident as a "non -issue."
If Residence Life continues to handle situations in this manner, then students are forced to
wonder what else is happening that Administrators think that we don't need to know.

SU repeats past nightmare
He who does not know history is doomed to repeat it This seems to be becoming a trend
in the Student Union, and it is a problem. Once again, a great amount of money was spent to
get a band, the Clarks, to play on campus.
The $6,500 cost of this concert was astronomical, and unanticipated, and vaguely familiar
to those of us who are seniors. There was a similar fiasco involving the Joe Piscopo concert
in 1992.
Although the problems were nor exactly the same, one big issue at thar time was last
minute unanticipa~ed costs that theSU found itself under contract to fulfill. Members of the
SU claimed the exact same problem occurred with the Clarks situation. Because of the
ramifications of the mistakes made during the planning of the Piscopo event, there were no
attempts to plan concerts of much magnitude until this year. It is because of these same
mistakes that john Carroll is prevented from getting performers on a regular basis.
Bob Morris, of the Special Events Committee, stood before the student body and said that
anyone who wants to plan an event that involves obtaining a large amount of money from
the University should come see him, because he has learned his lesson. However, if the SU
follows their pattern and waits another three years before attempting to plan another
concert, Bob Morris and the others instrumental in planning the Clarks concert will have
graduated. Who will be around to stop the same mistakes from happening again!
Perhaps the SU should keep a record of events such as these, complete with explicit
guidelines telling future planners what to do and what not todoin organizing a successful
event. It is unfair that the student body is forced to be without events because the SU can't
get their act together. It's time to pass this information on tof uture students Bob Morris has
learned his lesson, but what difference will that make in three years7
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The Living Will: Killing Grandpa, Morally

[ilditorial

The Carroll News

FORUM
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and
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m1sses

Hit: The new paper recycling bins around the mailboxes. Miss: Have you been
covered with falling snow from The O'Malley Center roof? Great design huh? Hit:
First Light concert in the Wolf and Pot.

Last year I took Contemporary Moral Problems and
Moral Decision Making for my philosophy and religion
core classes. Friends joked that I needed more morality in
my life. While both classes were thought-provoking and
opened my eyes, I was often accused of making the following "cop-out" argument As humans, we can state our
moral stances with conviction , that is, until an incident
directly affects ourlives and mterferes with our plans. We
never know what we'll do until we're in the situation.
Grandpa fell and hit his head a few days before Christmas. He was rushed into brain surgery to remove a deadly
blood clot caused by the faiL He fell into a coma before
Christmas and has been the same since.
Grandpa occasionally moved his foot, opened his eyes,
or yawned. We'd find some kind of optimism in these little
lower brainstem reactions. Some relatives would talk to
Grandpa- whisper in his ear and tell him what he was
missing. But the higher brain was the real question. After
a few tests, the doctors weren't so optimistic, and l remember that the euthanasia questions from class started popping into my head. What if he didn't come out of it?What
if he was hooked-up to a respirator and that was the only
thing keeping him alive? Fortunately, Grandpa came ro
breathe on his own, but we hadn't even reached the worst
pan of our dilemma.
Only lOdays after the fall, my aunt pulled out Grandpa's
living will. Most of us didn't even know he had one. Some
didn't know there was such a thing. Grandma, Dad, my
aunt and uncle realized it was probably best to do what
Grandpa requested. He had been of sound mind when he
wrote it, and Grandpa was the staunchest, strictest Catholic I ever knew. He had requested no life support, and he
didn't want to be kept alive with IV feedings. The wishes
were extreme, but they were his wishes. His children followed them to the letter, left it in God's hands, and decided
to allow nature to take its course.
Nature is taking its course. Grandpa isstarvingtodeath.
ln many of those moral academic classes, the euthanasia debates ended when people said the living will was the
soJ.utigA-to everything. If there was a living will, everything was somehow better because there was no de bate on
what was best,and you weren't forced to make decisions for
a person who couldn't speak his mind. Grandpa made
'

.

but in this particular situation, it somehow seemed worse.
Wh1le still at home over break, I hid the fact that l was

uncomfortable with carrying out Grandpa's decision. One
relative consulted with religious people on the morality of
the situation; she read the Catechism and concluded we
wereclosetoeuth anasia. Another wanted to avo ida family
argument wh ich would upset Grandma, who was already
confused and trying to do what was best. l completely
understood that Grandpa didn't want to remain in a vegetative state for years,only being kept alive by intravenous
feeding. He didn't want his family to go through that.
However, when l left Pittsburgh to recurn to JCU last
week, Grandpa was on his ninth ortenthday without food.
He was in the "Continuing Care" Center, the greatest para·
dox in the hospital, where a person is lefl to die, with no
doctors required to visit, no tests scheduled to be run, and
no continuing care. I left a hospital room where relatives
stood by and watched a man lose weight daily. Grandpa
would groan and twistastheysuctioned the fluid out of his
lungs hourly. Grandma's face would contort as she asked
us, "Do you think he's in any pain?,' only to get a quick,
negative shake of the head from sons and daughters who
then returned their gaze to the rLoor. I left Pittsburgh with
comments like "You'll be coming home soon" and "You'll
have time when you're home next week to sing for the

What's the point in working together?
Mary Ame Soltis
Forum Editor

Cooperation.
From Sesame Street to the kindergarten classroom,
youngsters are exposed to this message constantly.
Work together with one another and you wi II be able to
accomplish great things.
Over and over, adults tell children about the benefits of
working with their peers, friends and foes, to learn new
things, to build complicated structures, to mature in relationships, to change their surroundings, to make the world
a more pleasant and better place. Or is this the message
they really want to get across?
Most people in our culture would saythatcooperation is
a great way to accomplish tasks, especially large ones.
However, when it comes to the specific occasion for which
cooperation is in order, they back away with cries of individual rights and freedom . ls it possible to have it am
the knowledge or skill that she or he can to a common goal,
is that the individual doesn't immediately receive the ben-

letters to the editor
Student urges careful consideration In
making music selections to benefit
Rock for Choice

funeraL" They are now waiting for htm to starve to death,
expecting it to have been over long ago, but Grandpa's now
in his second week without food and his heart is stronger
than ever. He's just thinner.
Living wills are always referred to as the best answer,
the easiest way to be certain in the euthanasia debate. But
living wills are often only pacifiers- tools which help us
to erase our guilt, block our conscience, and convince ourselves that we're not killing anyone. We shake our heads
when others raise their eyebrows. Yv'esay that we're simply
following his wishes, and therefore everything is alright.
Grandpa was never given a chance to recover before his
wishes were implemented. Our society is quick to turn its
back on the elderly, viewing the recovery as a lost cause.
How was a man under such heavy sedation expected to
come out of this coma in one week? Instead his wishes were
implemented immediately and the wait for death began.
As I stated before, it all depends on the situanon, and
mine in no way reflects the morality of all euthanasia
situations. But in this case. a family will gather at a good,
Catholic funeral in a few days, or weeks maybe, and we'll
use that }JVing will to convince ourselves that we did the
correct, moral thing.

Rage Against the Machine
R.E.M.
Salt and Peppa
7 Year Bitch
Sister Double Happiness
10,000 Maniacs
Yo-Yo

Red Hot Chili Peppers
Resistance
Screaming Trees
Soul Asylum
Soundgarden
Toshi Reagan

efits of his/her labors. If one is lookmg out for his or her
individual rights, it is difficult for this person to see past the
near future. The opportunity to look to a better future for
all, which requires everyone to sacnfice material rewards
now, is seldom seized. Many are busy seizing the day for
themselves and not concerned with anyone else, or the
future of the genera nons to come.
We tell our children to cooperate, but we seldom prac·
tice cooperation ourselves, caught up in the project of
capitalism and getting what we can forourselvesand loved
ones. In schools, teachers using cooperative education
instead of ability grouping meet resistance from parents
who don't want their children "penalized" by the "slow,
stupid kids." ln California, voters want their tax money for
themselves and are unwilling to help illegal immigrants
obtain med ical and educational care. Noone wants to look
down the road and see what ts going on in this countr y
The fact of the matter is no one wants to work together
what wliJ be most beneficial in the ruture. y not lng
willing to work together, we are ultimately hurting our·
selves. By not letting our children learn to work wtth
people of differem abilities and talents, we are merely per
petuating this trend. We are telling them one thing and
then showing them a not her. By not giving immigrants the
opportunity to become healthy, educated members of soci·
ety who can contribute to it, we may end up hurting ourselves by creating a class of citizens who are poor, sick and
engaging in criminal activities. Eventually our tax dollars
will be put into jails and other institutions to deal with the
people whose lives have been damaged.
We have lost our ability to think We have become so
wrapped up in our everyday lives, we've forgotten the future. If we want to sustain a strong, competitive country,
we must be willing to take a few losses now and then, in
order tocreatea brightfuturefor ourselves and those who
need our help now to succeed later.

To the Editor:
Do you know where your money is going? Money spent
on CDs and concerts? Perhaps you should.
A new wave has begun to hit today's music groups: a
political interest in abortion. The organization is called jennifer Schwartz
Rock for Choice and was founded in support of safe and Class of 1998
legal abortion.
SFE expresses gratitude for efforts In
Starred in 1991 by the band L-7, Rock for Choice's OctoBook lnfonnatlon Exchange
ber concert, consisting of groups Nirvana, Hole, Sister
Double Happiness and L-7 themselves, raised close to
To the Editor:
$15,000 for the pro-choice movement.
I would like to express Students in Free
RollingStone 's October 6, 1994 issue quoted the moveEnterprise's
sincere gratitude to Information
ment as bringing in $150,000 since its beginning. The
Services
fort
heir expertise in writing the Book
money raised is used for clinic defense (bulletproof vests,
Information
Exchange program, which is on
surveillance equipment) and to fight parental consent legislation and the Hyde Amendment. The mganization has the Student Information System (where stu·
sent more than 15,000 pro-choice petitions and registered dents can obtain their grades} I am particularly thankful to Adrienne Johnson and Don
2,500 new voters.
Grazko
for their guidance and expertise in set·
Let the question be repeated. Do you know where your
ting-upthesystem.
Without their cooperation
money is going? To Do nita Sparks of L-7, the answer was
our
Book
Information
Exchange would not have
easy:"T hat was a good way to get more people involved, and
run
smoothly.
if they didn't want to get involved, we at least had their
In addition, I would like to thank all of the
money." Do they have your money? Does this organization
administrators
who assisted in our project, and
use your money to aid the Feminist Majority in its quest for
the
students
who
submitted books to be in our
abortion rights? Areyouallowingyourmoneytoaid in the
database
and
used
the system. l hope all or you
killing of the unborn? Don't be a part of the problem; be
found it helpful.
pan of the solution.
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by
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Kopervas
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A Beatles tribute that helped me totally redefine my
concept of misery.
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Seeking baby-sitter for 3 young
children Thursday mornings until
12:30 p.m. Walking distance to JCU.
381-7584.
Phi Kappa XI annual spring smoker.
Thursday, January 26, 8 pm. in Jardine
Room. All men welcome. Refreshments to follow.
Part-time help needed Infant/Toddler Center Bluestone & Belvoir 3821802.
OMNI Systems has an immediate
need for a Part /Full time Administrative Assistant in our South Euclid office. Interested call Adam De
Franceco at 291-2988.

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 days $279! Includes 12
meals & 6 parties! Cancun & Jamaica
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7 nights air & hotel from $439!
Panama City 7 nights oceanview
room with kitchen $1291 Daytona
Beach, Key West & Cocoa Beach, FL
7 nights from $159! Spring Break
travel1-800-678-6386.

Cruise ships now hiring- earn up to
$2,000+ /month working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time employment available. No experience necessary. for more information call1-206634-0468 ext C55562.
Show you can fight back 'Cuse, on
the road to the Final Four.
Feliz Cumpleanos
Miguel!!!
Thanks Mom, Dad & Max for a great
23 years. Love tubby-loves.

If you MISSED our
organizational meeting,
The Carroll News is still
interested in YOU. If you are
energetic and want to get
involved in any aspect of the
newspaper business, stop by
The CN Office and say HI!

..Farewelll994..
ACROSS

'94 Speaker elect
Type of whine
Tookadip
Sheltered side
Mr. Lauder
Follows May or flag
17 '94 obit notice
19 A little bit
20Total
21 Article
22 '94 newsworthy
narlon
24 Resolve
26 Substantiates
28 Type ot car
30 Beginners dance
33 Turns ashen
36 Term
38 Pay dirt
39 Dry
40 French city
41 Teen problem
42 Peter and Paul, e.g.
43 More at liberty
44 Inquirer
45 Crumpet
47 Expectorate
49 Swamp
51 Stimulate
55 Cowardly
57 Composer Thomas
59 Pod resident
60 Italian unit of currency
61 '94 Bast Picture " - Lisr'
64 Middle east prince
65 Get up
66 Playwright WWllam
67 Hidden taxes?
68 Solemn
69
ofMarch
1
5
10
14
15
16

DOWN
1 Spanish nothings

2 Slur pronunciation

4 Oolong. e.g.
5Roosted
6 Tennis great
7 Trample
8 _Ungus
9 '94 Best Supporting
actor Tommy _ _
10 Steeples
11 '94 reunion site
12 aaudla
Johnson
13 Average
18 Follows Black or BBIIefly
23 Finished
25 Tip-_:Walked quietly

27 Some cowboys
29 Binges
31 Sea bird
32 Coequal
33 Yesterday
34 Comedian Johnson
35 '94 bride
37 Pub offering

40 '94 NCAA basketball
champs
41 Reference words
43 Bus charge
44 Broadcasted
46 Lids
48 '49er?
50 Indian master

52 Overturn
53 Suit material
54 Comforts
55 Musical symbol
56 Frost
58 Getup
62
magnon
63 Caesar's 52

We apologize, but the
solution to "yuletide"
could not run due to
technical difficulties.

3 Cheer's Peterson
CC>
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